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R, I. 
----
· CAPE ROSTI:R ZHTC-COPFER-IEAD MINE 
HANCOCK COUNTY, ~ 
GiWLOGIC L-OGS 
Holes 1 to 13 inclusive logged by w. H. Newhouse, 
U.S.G.S,, and'.'/, Benedict Levin, U. S,B,M,- Roles 
14 to 22 inclusive logged by S, Benedict Levin, U.S.B.M, 
Washington Office File No, 
Branch Office File No. OPl'!.-""9~1-.~3 
Project No, ----'l"-5_9-'-6---~-
Wote: To be filed in Washington D, C, and College Park, .Md. Offices, 
Collar: 
Elevation: 
30 
'71 
81.4 
92 
95 
98 
120 
131 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIEH MINE 
D. D. HOLE l 
N 4930, E 4895 
5' 
Course: 
Average Angle: 
N 63° W Mag. 
45° 
30'-0" 
71 
81.4 
92 
95 
98 
120 
131 
137 
Depth: 400 Ft. 
Rhyol1te agglo.merate, fragments up to l" or less, 
from 10' to 30' sheared. 
Diorite, fine grained near 30 1 , then coarser, then 
near 71' fine grained again. 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared and schistose. some 
streaked with dark gray-green fragmental appearing 
chloritio material, 
f...s above, light gra:y talcosa with many scattered 
a.mall white feldspar crystals from 84 to the ore 
at 92. 
Ore: Sphalerite reddish brown, chalcopyrite, galena, 
and pyrite, fine grained. Most of Zns irreg., but 
some seen following the well developed schistosity 
which has an angle 300 to 400. to axis of core. Ore 
in part hard and silicified, 
(Sample 1: Zn 7. '[Jf., Cu O, 5%, 91> 0, 91%) 
Ore: (Sample 33: Zn 5.7%, Cu 0,5%, Pb 0,6%) 
Talcose, well foliated, (like 84-92) with white 
feldspar crystals scattered through it, Light 
gray, Minor diss. pyrite to 120', 
Carbonates white, replacing chloritic sheared 
rhyolite agglomerate, 
(Sample 26; 1281-131 1 Zn 1.6%, Cu O.lJ', Pb 0.0%) 
Ore: Sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and galena with some 
white ciarbonate, all fine grained, Minor pyrite. 
The ore.minerals are in well schisted talcose 
material probably derived :t'rom rhy, Aggl, The 
a~gle of schiatosity is about 40° to axis of core, 
·(sample 2; Zn l.5,2)b, Cu 1,6),, Pb 0,3%) 
- l -
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D, Hole l (Cont'd) 
From To 
137' 1401 
140 188 
188 205 
205 216 
216 338 
Dark green, chloritic, schistose rock with 
sphalerite stringers along the schistosity at 
40° to 500 angle to axis of core, 
Light green talcy mineral with carbonate and 
sphalerite as follows: white carbonate with 
generally minor sphalerite present at 140-155, 
but at places where the carbonate contains con-
siderable dark green chlorite material, the 
sphalerite is much more abundant, 
(Sample 3: 154.5-158,5: Zn 4.$%, Cu 1.0%, Pb 0,1%) 
158,5-164.8 Several% of sphalerite in dark green 
taloy sohistose rock, with varying amount 
of white carbonate. 
164,8-168,3 (Like just above) 
(Sample 17: Zn 9,3%, Cu l,2f4, Pb O.oJ} 
.168,5•171,8 · (Like above) 
Sample 18: Zn 10,8%, cu. o, 9%, Pb o.0%). 
175 6" good ore, 
183 411 good ore, 
171.8-188 Rock like 158,5-164.8 
172 -188 Rock is light green talc - white 
carbonate, In places one mineral 
predominates; elsewhere the other. 
The Zn is concentrated in the dark 
81,4-188 
green ohloritic material in 137-188. 
Is re;,arded as sheared, schisted rhyoli te 
agglomerate. 
Gray green chlorite, cat•bonate veined rock, A 
sheared rhyolite aggl, at 205' angle of schistosity 60°, 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared, schisted dark green 
chloritic, fragments 1/2" and less, 
208' There is 6" ZnS several %. 
211' There is 611 ZnS several %. 
The zinc sulphide at 211 is along the planes 
of schistosity, these make an angle of 65°-700 
with axis of core, 
Light gray green, achistose (angle 65° to axis core} 
with many residual fragments of rhyolite Agglomerate. 
Abundant lath shaped white feldspar xyls, developed 
aa metacryats. These are 1 llllll in size. Fragman ts 
get coarser and orystala of f'eldapar less abundant 
near 240 1 • From 240' on coarse rhy, Agglomerate 
fragments l" and over, 
- 2 -
338 400 
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D, Hole 1 (Cont'd) 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared to fragments 1/4" and 
less in size, Schistosity not pronounced, Angla of 
fracture about 70°-ao0 • This is parallel to the 
incipient sehistosity. 
Angle of Hole: 
A~ 0': 450 
- 3 -
Collar: 
Elevation: 
From 
-
15 
20 
40 
84 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
C.l\PF: ROSI\1JR !ffi'IE 
D, D. HOL'C I! 
N 4'790, E 4'7'78 
10' 
Colll.'se: 
Average Angle: 
N 55 W Mag, 
60° 
15'-0" 
20 
40 
84 
120 
Depth I 300' 
Unconsolidated, 
Rhyo1ite agglomerate? silicified, leached to form 
cavities (broken core), 
Piorite, (at 33' a white carbonate vein 1/2" thick 
bordered by dark green chlorite) massive medium 
grained, 
Rhyolite Agglomerate, Sheared, altered 
40-46 Si1icified in large part with fractures 
filled by quartz-white carbonate and relic 
green chlorite with relic white feldspar 
crystals, 
46-53 Talcose, sctiatose, light grey green, shear-
ed agglomerate fragments with white feldspar 
crystals within the darker chlorite phases, 
Small concentration of pyrite crystals, 
Schistosity 75°-85° to core axis, 
53-54 Silicified, light grey. 
54-55,5 Ore, very heavy fine grained brown 
sphalerite, contains white carbonate, In 
part leached of carbonate Jmving spongy 
sphalerite. (Est, 20-30 percent Zn), 2" 
of very dark grey chlorite on contact of 
ore at 55.5, 
55, 5-84 Grey sheared, oblori tic (with white scat- · 
tared feldspar crystals to 60') dark green 
gray and variegated, residual fragments 
up to 1/2" aaross, some carbonate veinlats, 
At 80' sohistosity angle .4o0 to core axis. 
Diorite, medium grained, (compared to diori ta seen 
in outcrops south of Dyer Cove), Vein of carbonate-
quartz at 88, Carbonate cream colored, Massive 
diorite, (11'7,5' a very thin sphalerits? vainlat), 
Pyrite crstals fairly coarse 117'-119'), The 
diorite is fine grained near 120', ' 
- 4 -
From 
-
120 
Cape Rosier ~line, D, D. Hole 2 (Cont'd) 
240 Ilholite agglomerate? Much sheared, schisted, altered 
and mineralized. Occasional residual fragments. 
120-131.2 Dark grey-green (black) schistose 
chlorite-rich, with disseminated 
sphalarite and in streaks conforming with 
schistosity. Angle 01' schistosity 
300_500 to axis of core, 
(n:st. Zn 1-2 percent 11.H.M. and S.B.L.) 
Hal es of sa1 vage Of whi ta tal o in 
radiating plates around individual 
sphalerite crystals or masses. 
(SAMPLE 15:131,21-136,2': Zn 5,~, Cu 0,7'f,, 
Pb 0.6%, desc. as above), 
136,2-139,2Mote: Pyrite is ve~y minor in 120-139,2. 
Minerals present in 120-139,2 are 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, galena, 
i;>yrite and talc. 
(SAMPL:~ 16: Zn 6,6%, Cu 0,6%, Pb 0,0%1 desc, like 
above.) 
139,2-154,2 Dar'.i: grey-green (black) schistose 
chlorite schist with disseminated and 
patchy aphalerite rimmed by talc. fo.ngle 
of sohistosity 300-400 to axis of core. 
This section has 1-2 percent disseminated 
very small pyrite crystals, . (locally 
up to several percent Zinc. 'ii. I!, N.) 
154,2-157,2 Sample 25 contains considerable 
disseminated pyrite crystals, 
(SJ\UPJ..E 25: Zn 0,6%, Cu 0.0%, Pb O,CJ%l 
157,2-161 Dascription·lika 13\l,2-154,2, This ore 
replaces schistose rock. 
(s,'\MJ?I..E 4: Zn 17.8'%, Cu 1.5%, Pb 0.1%) 
161,0-164,S Ore replaces schistose rock,(chlorita), 
(S.~\IPLE 5: Zn 29,0%, Cu 1,5%, Pb 0,4%) 
164,8-16\l,3 Description like above, 
(Sft1fil'LE 6: Zn 5.1%, CU 0,4%, Pb 0,0%) 
169,3j<l74 Description like above, 
(SAMJ?I&l 7: Zn 10.11%, Cu 1.0'%, Pb 0,0'7') 
174-177 Silicified, some dark chlorite streaks, 
s<lhisted whees chlori tic, Soma residual 
fragll'ents up to over halt' inch across, 
Sphalarita, minor disseminated, 
177-185 Dark grey-green chlorite schist with 
much white carbonate. 
185-187 Diorite, fine grained, fractured and 
veined by pyrita-talo? veins. No 
sphalerite in this rock. 
- 5 -
From 
240 
Gape Rosier Mine, D. D, Hole 2 (Cont'd) 
To ~ 
300 
187-192 
192-197,8 
{'MMPLE 201 
(SAMPLE 34: 
( S1U.tf'J_,li 35 : 
( SAMPL:m 36: 
($A11PLB 37: 
(SN.ll'LE 38: 
220.9-240 
Like 177-185 only more carbonate, 
Ore 
192.8-197.8': Zn 11,8%, Ou 1.0%, 
Pb 0,9%) 
197,8•-202.a• : Zn 3.7%, cu o.2;i, 
Pb 6',l;O 
202.a•-207,a•: zn 2.7%, cu 0.2%, 
Pb o.o;t , 
207.8'+212:18~::5Zn 5,5jt, Cu 0.4%, 
Pb O,ojt) 
212,8'•217,8': Zn 3,9%, Ou O.Z%, 
Pb0,0%} 
217.a•-220.9•: Zn 6.4%, cu o.7%, 
Pb 0.2%) 
Note: 192-220.9' the sphalerite in 
part is disseminated, in part 
follows the scbistosity of dark 
green chlorite and talc, Many 
30°-40° angles of schistosity to 
axis of core, In places ro.uch fine 
veining and ropl. of talcy rock 
by carbonate. 
Dark grey-green chloritic schist, local 
heavy white carbonate. Disseminated 
sphaleri ta arJl also parallel to 
schistosity, Talc rims around many dis-
seminated sphalerite crystals or masses, 
Several places are several inches of 
sphalerite est, at several percent. 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared but with many residual 
fra~ments near 240', then larger fragments near 265' 
and on to end of hole at 300 1 , 
l\llele of Role: 
At 0 1 1 60° 
At 300 1 : 530 
- 6 -
Collar: 
Elevation: 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIBR MINE 
D. D, Hole 3 
N 4270, E 4260 
10' 
Course: 
Average Angle : 
Depth: 
ll 70 W Mag. 
37° 
350 Ft, 
From ..!£.._ 
23'-0" 
23 46,5 
46,5 
76.5 111 
111 136 
136 215 
Unconsolidated, 
Rhyolite (?),light gray, with small white feldspars, 
which are not fresh, darker gray where less fractur-
ed, Fractured, silicified and bleached along frac-
tures. (Probably diorite, S,B.L, 11-26-42), 
Rhyolite agglomerate, silicified locally, fractured 
and sheared. In part the agglomerate fragments are 
an inch or so across, 
Diorite, finer grained near 76,5, (pyrrhotite) 
veinlet near 76,5) 1 coarses grained near center, then 
finer grained again near 111', Massive, some irreg. 
veins of white carbonate in ao•-100•. 
Rhyolite, light 
are not fresh, 
to some extent. 
gray with small whi ta feldspars that 
Sheared or flow structure, foliated 
Rhyolite agglomerated? sheared, residual fragments 
several m.m. across, Disseminated pyrite, sparse; 
considerable light gray - dark gray-green streaked 
to 161'. 
161-166 
(SAMPLE 19: 
169-176 
1'76-177,2 
Dark gray-green chlorite schist with schisto-
sity angle 550-65° to axis of core. 
Heavy sulphides. The ore is in schisted 
rodk, containing much talc and some white 
carbonate. More talc and less dark green 
chlorite than in 161-166. "Ore" -
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, talc, 
white carbonate, · 
Zn 4.4%, Cu 1,5%, Pb 0,9%,J 
Like above but leanel'. Oxidiz?d to 
limonite and possibly· some oxidized Zn 
mineral. Leached cavities, much broken 
core. 
Rhyolite agglomerate, little sheared, 
fragments in it. 
- 7 -
215 
Capo Rosio!' Mino, D. D~ Hole 3 (Cont'd) 
To 
320 
177.2-181 
181-183 
183-191.3 
191.3-194,3 
(S1lMPLE 8: 
194.3-196 
196.9-201.7 
(SA.11PLE 9: 
202-203 
203-215 
Much broken talcy, and ohlori tic 
179 Sphaleri te, 1" ,. good. 
179,3 Chalcopyrite, over 611 1 irreg, 
veining. , 
Diorite, very fine grained massive. 
Talc and chlori te schist, some white 
carbonato, very ndnor disseminated 
sphalerite. (At 190' sphaleri te disa. 
and veining along angle of sohisto s1 ty, 
450 to axis of core, ) 
Ore, sphale rite, galena, ohal co pyrite, 
. some pyrite fine grained massive, 
mixture, white cru:bonate and talc. :Iha 
lower grade ore shows banding with 
schist (angle 45° to axis Of core) , 
Zn 23,8%, Gu 2,0%, Pb 11,5%), 
Var</ dark gray-green ch:j.ori ta schist, 
becoming lighter gray (talcy) from195-l96 
at the ore, 
Oro, ·196,9-199,5 Zino ore massive, very 
rioh, in part richer in Zn than Sample 8. 
Spbalerite very dominant in chalcopyri te. 
zn 5,a;i, C.u 8.2',%, Pb 2.6%). 
199,5-201.7 Copper ore, chalcopyrite -
pyrite in very dark gray-green chlori ta 
schist; sphalerite ia very minor. This 
copper ore is d!tss, or distributed through 
the very dark schist. Angle of schisto-
aity (in ore) 10° to axis of ~o~~. 
Diorite, massive, fine grained, 
Very dark gray-green chlori te schist, 
with considerable disseminated pyrite, 
soma chalcopyrite and local sphalari te. 
At 209 sphalerite crystals rililD!ed by 
talc (talc blades perpendicular to ZnS) 
Occasional rhy. aggl. residual fragments 
begin to appear near 215, 
Rhyolite agglomarate, sheared and somewhat schistose 
near 215. In general, light gray with darker green 
wisps or streaks, 
215-230 Original fragwBnts nllilIDrous nesr 220 1 • 
- 8 -
From 
-
320 
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D. Hole 3 (Cont'd) 
To 
348 
Near 235 still sheared some, but fragments nUfil3rOus 
and up to several inches and more in size. 6" of 
very dark gray-green ohlorite schist at 279'. 
Sphalerite, minor chalcopyrite, heavily diss. over 
3" to 285'. in but slightly sheared rhyolite aw .• 
Very darlc gray-green chlori te schist, near 320 sonte 
bands containing lath shaped white feldspars, at 
324-348 the unif'orm very dark: gray-green · chlori ta 
schist without sulphide mineralization, 
1\ngle of Hole: 
At o': 35° 
At 350 1 : 400 
- 9.., 
Collar: 
Elavati.-;n: 
From 
0'-0" 
8 
29 
41 
94 
109 
GEOLOGIO LOG 
CJ\PE HOSTER MINE 
D. D. Role 4 
N 4450, E 4475 
27' 
Course: 
Average Angle: 
N 50 W Mag, 
45° 
To 
8 1-0" 
29 
41 
94 
109 
177.8 
Depth: 450 Ft. 
Overburden 
HJ··.yi!!li te Agglomerate, t'ragw,ents up to 111 , sheared 
in part of it and· somewhat schistose, with light grey 
and slightly darkor streaking, 
Diorite, fine grained, 
Hhyoli te agglomerate, sheared and with thin dark 
gray-green streaks, mapy small residual fragments, 
some up to 1/211 , 
Diorite, 
contact. 
104~108 
108-109 
fine grained near 94, then coarser a.way from 
Veins of anhedra.l pyri ta crystals, and 
of chalcopyrite. 
Sheared diorite with somo platy chloritio 
mineral developing s(\histocity, Chal-
oopyrite and pyrite present in this schist, 
Rhyo lite aggl. , sheared and altered, .. 
107,,2-111.2 One end of this sample is definitely in 
diorite, the other in ohlorite schist. 
Diss, Pyrite l<t% or more and chalcopyrite. 
Saw no sphalerite - looked closely for 
it, The chalcopy-~ite generally distributed 
irregularly but locally conforms to the 
schistosity, 
(S.l\Ml'LE 10: Zn o.1%, Cu l.o;~. Pb 0.0%.) 
111.2-114,2 In chlorite schist like 114.2 on, 
(SAMPL"Z 11: Zn 0.1%, Cu 2.4%, Pb 0.0%). 
114,2-125 Dark gray-green chlorite schist (dominant-
ly a one-mineral schist). Angle of 
schi stosi ty 60° to a.'Cis of core, 
125 Dark gray-green chlori te schist with light 
streaks, 
- 10 -
177.8 
360 
434 
448 
Cape Rosier Mine, D. D. Hole 4 (Cont'd) 
To 
360 
434 
448 
450 
127 1 - Sphalerite - concentrated over 
3", Ta lo sel vagos to ZnS crystals • 
140' - Residual rhyolite fragments of 
small size begin to appear. 
Rhyolite agglomerate 1 residual fragments, 
1/2" present; at and after 159', some 
· sch is tosi ty, 
173,81-177.0' - Galena is ~Dre prominent 
than the analysis would indicate. This 
very low grade "ore" is not i n schist, 
but in fractured, relatively unshe ared -
rhyol~te agglomerate, 
(Sf~iP.Lill 12:Zn 2,2%, Ou 0.3%, Pb 0.9%), 
llhyolite agglome.rate, up to l" fragments, 
30Q...360 Ji'ragli'snts several inches aoross. 
Rhyolite agglomerate sheared and sohisted. Dark gray-
green chlorite schist. Schistosi ty angle 60° to core 
axis, At 383 the 60° angle of schistosity is trans-
sected by fairly elosely spaced shearing which bevels 
the opposite side of the core, with angle of 40° to 
core axis, These two directions continue to at 
least 430', 
Dior He, unusual __ , tYPe contains brown mineral distributel 
thickly in small grains, 
Dark green chlorite schist, 
Angle of Fole: 
At 0 1 : 45° 
At 210': 468 
At 450': 44° 
- 11 -
Collar: 
Elevation: 
From 
~
0 1-0" 
45 
57 
80 
12'7.6 
127 
151 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIER 11Th1E 
D. D, Hole 5 
N 4550, E 4593 
25' 
Course: 
Average !mglel 
Depth: 
N 50 VI Mag, 
45o 
To 
45'-0" 
5'7 
80 
12'7.6 
151 
151 
174 
288 Ft. 
' 
Rhyolite, b_l_ack, or black rhyolite agglomerate, 
much broken, fractured, veined by quartz and carbonate, 
leached a.nu oxidized, cavi tie.s, 
ntorite, much bleached and altered, soma oxidation, 
Hhyolite Agglomerate, 1/4" to 1/2'' fragments, Some 
sheared, don't know whether the fragments were orig-
inally small or have been reduoe(l in size by slleari_ng. 
80,6-89 M Mud reported, Gouge, 
llhyolite agglomerate? Much sheared altered and broken, 
poor core recovery to 107. Oxidized in part. 
Sphaleri to, heavy (85, 5-86. 5) spongy with voids 
esti;nated 30;:/, Zn. 1lud seam (Gouge, in core box) at 
86,6-89, 
89-91.6 
91.6-95 
95-127,6 
Chloritic or talcose very dark grey-green, 
Ohloritic (very dark grey-green) streaks 
Rhyolite agglomara·te, sheared to very 
small fragments, wisps of dark chloritic. 
121 - \'!bite carbonate G-7" thick. 
_126 Diorite l' thick. 
Diorite, chilled border of 127.6 
131 - White carbonate Vein several inches 
thiek. The diorite is fine grained. 
Blotches of disseminated pyrite in the 
diorite within a few ft, of 151, 
Some :icyls 4 JlUl!, across. 
Rhyoli te or Hhyolite Agglomerate, much sheared, 
dark chloritic material, disseminated pyrite (Drill 
core much bro.ken 151-162), 
- 12 -
From To 
/ 
174 288 
Cape Rosier Mino, D. D, Hole 5 (Cont'd) 
169,6•171 Very dark chloritic rock with several 
% disseminated pyrite end at 170 some 
chalcopyri te. 
l '71-1 ?4 Pyritc-Sphalerite-Chalcopyrite in 
fractured and sheared rhyolite. 
(SAlJPJ,E 13: :7,n 2,2fo, Cu 4,2)£, Pb 0,1)~) 
!Tuyolite agglor.terate, sJ·,eared, locally highly 
chloritized (black) and with diss. pyrite, 
Fragments remaining are mm, size, 
186-190 Light gray possibly silicified 
196 Chalcopyrite 
196,10-214 Yery dark grey chlori te vli th 
disemminatecl pyrite (sheared and altered) 
214-250 She'll'ecl and al tared but not as highly 
as 196.1-214, Here there are J.'ra@llents 
up to several mm. in size. General 
color grey-green but not dark, 
250-288 ~{uch larger J.'ragn;<Juts 1/2" to l", left 
by shearing - less sheared _than ia the 
core 214-250, Fra&..;ments? (Checked 
250-288 September 26th, The Rhyoli te 
agglomerate contains varioll8 types of 
rhyolite as fragments, 
Angle of Hole: 
At 0 1 : 45o 
At 288 1 : '!6° 
- 13 -
Gt'<:OLOGIC LOG 
O.!\PrJ' ROSIBR MI!JI'! 
D. D. Hole 6 
··~' \ 
J 
Collar: N 4625, E 4685 Courser 
Average Angle: 
N 50. ~7 1!ag, 
45o Elevation: 23 E'eet 
From To 
-
23'-0" 
23 58,9 
58.9 164 
'"" 
164 185 
185 206 
Deptb: 000 Feet 
Rhyolitio aggloroorate,? black rhyoli te fragments, 
gre:mish gray. 
'Il1is could be black rhyolite. Some dark wisps 
or streaks with the white i•ectangular feldspar 
crystals - i.e., the R. A, has been sheared and 
metamorphosed. Fractured with quartz and car-
bonate veinlets in region of 20-23 feet. 
Di.orite, 1.'ine grained to medium (fractured near 
23 feet) massive unsheared. 
Rhyolite (agglomerate?) (65-100 black rhyolite 
probably) 
58,9 - 64.3 
6•1,3 - 6'7 
83.6 - 94,2 
110 - 130 
139 
- 160 
149 - 150 
much fractured 
streaked white and dark green, vii th 
feldspar crystals in green wisps 
(See 43-41 f't. hole '7~ 
the rhyolite has been sheared some-
what leaving unsheared ;fragments in 
darke1• and streaked matrix. 
core much broken (soma leached and 
oxidized "'i th open cavities at 110 
- 115) 
streaked, very dark greenish grey 
streaks and lighter streaks (sheared 
and altered R. A.) 
At 150,5 
diorite intr, fine grained 
Diorite intr. 4 inches thick 
Diorite intr. fine gr. 152 
- 154 
Diorite, fine grain at border near 164, then gets 
coarser, Some -;1- inch qtz. veins, Gets fine grained 
near 185. 1lassive unsheared and non-schistosa, 
Rhyolite, light gray no visible crystals. 
185 - 186 pyritized sever% pyrite in brecciated 
rhyolite 
188 - 196 talcy sheared zone vel'y dark grey-
198 
200 - 206 
green. 
sphalarite veinlet, 
pyrite disseminated and in bands in 
sheared, altered rhyolite, · 
- 14 -
h"'.rom 
205 
Capa Rosier ?.line, D, D, Hole $ (Cont'd) 
To 
300 
205 possibly diorito much al tared, 
Rhyolite aggloraerate with various kinds of rhyolite 
as fragments, sheared and with original fragments 
brolrnn to* inch size, to 233; pyrite widely but 
sparingly disseminated, Chalcopyrite with pyrite 
at 247 and 249,5, 
233 - 2'73 much sheared, and altered with nm. 
fragments, widely disemminated pyrite, 
chalcopyrite veinlet, 264.5 
?.73 
280 
~ 280 very dark gray-green chlorite with 
- 300 
disseminated pyrite laminated. 
rhyolite agglomerate, fragments up 
to 2 inches across, Local shearing 
an<l alt0ration. 
i\ngle of Hole: 
At 6•: 45o 
At 288 1 : 46° 
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Collar: 
Elevation: 
0'-0" 
33 
41 
61 
124 
126 
132.6 
136 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
GllPE ROSIER Mn:m: 
D. D, Hole 7 
N 4570, E 4740 
10' 
Course: 
Average 1\ngle: 
£1 50 W Mag, 
57° 
33'-0" 
41 
61 
124 
126 
132,6 
136 
Depth: 362 Ft, 
Rhyolite agglomerate, black rhyolite fragments. Many 
siliceous fragments 1"-3" across, Both t'ragirents 
and matrix are rhyoli te. 
streaked white and very dark greenish gray rhyolite 
agglomerate? Fissile probably "sohisted" agglomerate. 
Characteristic white small rectangular crystals in 
dark layers. Probably slbite feldspar, These dark 
streaks or layers are probably an alteration or 
metamorphic product, 
Diol•ite, massive fine even grained grey, occasional i" white 
carbonate veins. Near 41' shows finer grain at contact, 
(chilling), Near 61 • shows finer grain at contact 
(chilling). 
Like 33-41 in general. 
61-89 1Uso at 123 in a black rhyolite or black 
rhyolite agglomerate, somewhat bleached, 
Scattered small pyrrhotite veinlets. Two 
of them lti1e'770o to schistosity, and at 15° 
to axis of core. The dark and White s-treak:s 
make an angle of 600-7-0° with axis of core. 
120-124 Highly siliceous, 
Bleached, altered friable light colored cavernous rook. 
Some carbonate (white). 
Like 33-41 with the dark and light streaks but no 
rhyolite agglomerate pebbles. 
Rhyolite, bleached black rhyolite, or black rhyolite 
aggl.orrsrate, siliceous with small clear white feldspar 
crystals (On fresh fracture). 
Rhyolite agglomerate - black rhy, fragmonts, or black 
rhy., small white feldspar crystals in fragments and 
matrix. 
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154 
172 
174 
176.9 
186.7 
190 
191.6 
194 
209 
227 
240 
• 
172 
Cape Rosier Mina, D, D. Hole 7 (Cont'd} 
schisted rhyoli te agglom.erata. Talc? plates or 
xyls parallel to the lamination. Very minor dis-
seminated pyrite crystals. 
174 Diorita, fine grained. 
176,9 Rhyolite, disseminated pyrite and pyrite-carbonate 
veinlets, Becomes talcosa near ore, 
186. 7 "Ors" - 176. 9-181.4 Sphalerita-galana-chslcopyrite 
replacing brecciated massive rhyolite 
190 
(SA.\IPLE 21: Zn 3.2%, Cu 0,1%, Pb 1.1%). 
181,4-186.7 Heavy massive sulphide as above shows 
some lamination, 
(SAMPLE 22: Zn 10.1%, Cu o.5%, Pb 2.0%). 
Diorita, fine grained. Minor pyrrhotite. 
191.6 Rhyolite - fractured and veined by white carbonate, 
193, 2 Ore 1 carbonate gangua fine grained sphalerite, some 
chalcopyrite talc? present. 
194 
209 
22'7 
(SAMPLE 23: Zn 9.s%, Cu 0.1%, Pb 2.5%). 
P.hyolite? fractured and altered, 
Diori te, fine grained near 194 and coarser grained 
near 200, then finer grained again near 209, 
Rhyolite, 55°-65° angle of fracture to core axis. 
(At 227 several inches of rock containing pyrite 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite - sulphides 10%). 
Diorite or rhyolite, fine grained and altered, 
contains looal heavy disseminated pyrite xyls. 
Rhyolite with numerous black or very da:rk small 
short streaks end wisps, also "fragments." Altered, 
very minor diss, P.;rite. From 274-304 Slilall 
light co;iored fragments lie in this, dissem., pyrite 
some chalcopyrite. This is sheared and altered and 
py:ritized, chloritized, rhyolite (or rhy. agglo 
Sept! 26, WBU) • . 
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To 
304 307 
307 362 
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D, Role 7 (Cont'd) 
Sama aa 240-304 but more heavily mineralized, 
(s111rr>LE 24: Zn o.s:~. cu 3.o,~. Pb o.o;&J. 
ruiyol.1 ta aggli!>marate, Fragments numerous and maey 
over l" across, This agglomerate contains various 
types of rhyolite as fragments. 
Ande of Hole: 
- At O': 60° 
At 362t1 55° 
• 
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G'30LOGIC LOG 
OAPE llOSER Mnrn 
D. D. Hole 110. 8 
Collari N 45'11, s 4740 Conrse: }:;f 35 J~ Ma§. 
7r,O Blevation: 10' 
From To 
- -
14.8 80 
80 
120 
120 126 
126 192 
192 195 
Average Angla : 
Depthl 521 .B'ti. 
nhyolita ag~J.omarate, 14.8 dork rhyo1ite fragnnnts 
that contait1 white fillldspru.• crystals, Fro<,;100nts 
u:p to several inof!!ill'l• 
53~59 
Slilall fragments (no black rhyolite with 
feld"'par crystals) up to 28', then 
colll'ser in fra@!1~nts to 53, 
Li~ht gcey - very dark gray banded with 
white faldS'1)ar metacrysts in the dark 
bands. 
L~ht gray• fragments up to aeveral. 
1ne11es probebly bleached black rhyolite 
frngments. White feldspar orysta:l.a in 
many fr1*:ments. 
Diorite, fine gr. at 80, then t.1edilllll g,, then fine 
gr. again at $2,5, 
92,5-lO!f 
107-120 
like 59-.80 
R. A. ~ith no black rbyolite fragments 
Diorite, fine gr. ne11r 120, tL<!m coarser toward 
center, then finer gr, a8ain 11eal' 126. 
f<hyolite 
126~143 
143-174 
174-192 
i\&<;loi~erate, 
Light f7a:Tt contains frogmentn l" and 
over inch size,. man:r fra"7llents may be 
bleached black rhyolite ·- not certain, 
Sheared, faint .minor wisps darker, re-
sidual fra;Jll.ents mm. size and i'l(mJe over. 
Schistosity angle 40°-i.i5° t.o axis of 
core. Minor py:l.'ito diss, near 169. 
Like above hut w:l th ,1o;;;a black streaks 
With 'lll>ite feldspar metacrysts, 
Diorite, fine gr.• ;.1asnive, but cor'~ broken, 
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195 
195,5 
200,5 
205,5 
218.6 
262 
269 
2'79,5 
302 
Cape Rosier M;ine, D. D. Hole 8 (Cont'd) 
.'.!'.?. 
195,5 Rhyolite agglomerate, 
200,5 Ora. Fine gr., sphalerita, chalcopyrite, pyrite, 
p»obably galena. Thise ore is in a sohistoae rock, 
Diorite 6" to 1 1 • Occurs near· the center o:f the 
ore, shows sharp contact with ore, bub no sphalerite 
(ore chalcopyrite) in the diorite. The diorite is 
fairly massive. 
SAMPLE 27: Zn 15,0%, Cu 1,7%, Pb 0,1%. 
205,5 Diorite, fine gr, at contact with ore, Ore contact 
sharp. 
218,6 
262 
269 
279,5 
302 
308 
P.hy0lite agglomerate, sheared chloritic, 
Diorite, souewhat fractured and healed near 218,6, 
also fine gr. her~, then coarse toward center, then 
:fine gr, near 262, Minor i" pyrite crystals near 218.6, 
Hhyolite agglomerate, 
Diorite, 
in part. 
dark, 
.veined by pyrite, pyri ta crystals enhedral 
A few dark inclusions, and fractures healed 
Very dark gray-green chlorite schist in part possibly 
massive serpentine or green talc with sphalerite, 
2?9.5-280,5 
280,5-282,7 
SAMPLE 39: 
282,7-288 
288-292,4 
SAllPLE 28: 
292.4-293.3 
293.3-294,6 
294,6-297,§ 
297.5-298.8 
298.8-302 
Diss. sphalerite with talc riJnB, Several 
percent sphalerite, 
Ore 
Zn 6,1%, Cu 0.9%, Pb 3.5"~. 
Contains disseminated sphalerite 11i th 
talc rims, at 284,5-286 contains several 
percent Zn •. 
Contains a thick white carbonate vein. 
Zn 5.4%, Cu 0.7%, Pb 2.0%. 
Dissem. sphalerite minor. 
Est. 5% Zn. 
Diss, sphalerite very minor. 
Eat. 8% Zn. 
Diss. sphalerite very minor, 
Rhyolite Agglomerate gray sheared, crushed silioii'ied, 
fragments l mm, size.· Contact with the dark green 
schist at 302 is very sharp and 90° to core axis. 
- 20 -
308 
315 
336 
344 
352,6 
355,5 
Cape Rosier Mina, D, D, Hole 8 (Cont'd) 
To 
315 
344 
352,6 
355,6 
521 
Very dark gray-green ohlorite schist (may be in 
part massive serpentine or talc) with dissem, 
sphalerite with talc rims. Zn several percent at 
308.-308.6. 
Rhyolito Agglomerate, sheared, 
315-336 Dissem. pyrite (considerable) 
Very dark grey-gre<3n chlorite schist, Dias. pyrite 
crystals, larger spots of pyrite rimmed by talc, 
A few spots of chalcopyrits. Schisj; angle 45o_55o to 
axis of core. 
lli1yolite Agglomerate sheared, with wisps of dark gray 
in light gray background, Diss. pyrite. 
Rock-like above. Pyrite dias. thickly, ohaloopyrite 
heavy, Massive over one inch, and elsewhere smaller 
masses, 
SAMPIJ<] 29: Zn 0,5%, Cu 1.8;~, Pb 0,07) •. 
Rbyoli te Agglomerate gray sheared crushed, mm. 
fragments at beginning and on to 392, This is the 
rhyolite agglorcerata with various kinds of rhy~lite 
fragments, 
392-521 
360,2-364,2 
SNAPLE 30: 
409-431 
431-434,l 
SAMPLE 31.: 
476 
Residual fragments become larger, to 
t" 392-415, then larger beyond at 435. 
to 465 to 521, Diss, pyrite 355.6 and 
decreasing near 385. 
Tho sphaleri to and chal copyri ta appear 
to be along irreg, fractures. 
Zn 1,0%, Cu 0.7%, Pb 0.0%. 
Very dark chlorite wisps. Numerous in 
gray matrix. 
Diss. pyrite 434,1-465, 
Zn 1.2%, cu 0.1%, Pb o.o;~. 
Galena-pyrito veinlet at 45° to axis of 
core, $everal mm, thick pyrite-chalco-
pyri te vainlets bordered by talc are 
parallel to the galena vein. 
Angle of Hole: 
At O': 70° 
At 279': 770 
· At 521' ; 770 
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Collar: 
Elevation: 
:Jrom 
Qf-QH 
58 
'lO 
8'7 
94 
99 
100 
106,5 
138 
1?6 
188,5 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIER !<!Il1E 
D, D. Bole 9 
N 4140, i1 4340 
10' 
Course: 
Average 1\ngle: 
N 50 \'1 1,:1ag. 
40° 
58'-0" 
'/O 
87 
94 
99 
100 
106,5 
138 
176 
191 
Depth: 331 Ft. 
Diorite, fine grained near 0 then coarser grained 
and with lath like feldspars showing cle.arly 
near the middle, then fine grained near 58., 
Rhyolite, gray, core much broken. May have been the 
rhyolite of 70-87 broken silicified and altered 
-~o lighter nolor. 
Rhyoli ta very dark grey to black contains small 
feldspar laths or rectangular xyls, also branching 
(c1·ystallites?). '!'his is like the rhyolite on top 
of the hill south of No. 4 shaft. Some small" paral-
lel quartz veins at 300 to core. Last 2' brecciated 
and healed in light gray matrix. 
Rhyolite, gr_ey, core much broken. May have been the 
rhyolite of 70-87 broken silioified and altered to 
lighter color. 
Diorite (fine gr. 94) then medium grained, 
Sliced on 45° angle to core; veinB formed; partly 
dissolved, cavities, oxidized (iron stain). 
Ilhyolite a©3lornerate, silicified? 
Diorite, 
JThyol;i.te 
138-143 
143-155 
155-176 
Diorite. 
agglomerate 
Sheared, sil icified light gray, 
Unsheared, fragments 111" 
Sheared light gray, streaked dark and light. 
Very dark gray chloritic or talcose well foliated at 
·angle of about 400 to core axis. Probably sheared 
and altered rhyolite agglomerate, 
- 22 -
From 
-
191 
204 
218.5 
277 
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D. Hole 9 (Cont'd) 
To 
204 Rhyolite agglomerate, light gray si11cified near 
191, then sheared near 204 with small fragments up 
to 1/211 altered, Sphalerite vein at 194 makes 40° 
angle with core axis. 
218.5 Sheared veroJ dark chloritic streaks and light 
strea_'cs. '.),uartz present over 3 1 at 218.5 Probably 
277 
331 
rhyolite agglomerate. ~ 
Rhyolite agglor.erate, 1/2" fragments, Sheared some. 
Includes diorite (4 ft,) near 264, 
Stro gly sheared and al tercd, Rhyoli te aggl? 
occasional. fragments rare, 
27?-287 Grey chloritio 
287-301 Very dark gray ohlorite or talc 
301-321 
321-331 
Fractures normal to core axis. 
Grey ohloritio. 
Like 287-301. 
Angle Of Hole 1 
At o•: 38° 
At 331 1 : 42o 
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GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE liOSill_::H MINE 
D. D. Hole 10 
Collar: H 4030, E 4270 Course: .ti 50 t'l Mag, 
40° Elevation: 13 • 
~ To 
o•-0 11 40'-0" 
40 48 
48 80 
80 105.5 
105.5 119 
119 138 
138 155 
155 167-
167 175 
175 215 
215 225 
Av-orage ;\ngle: 
Depth: 350 ]'t, 
Unconsolidated. 
Diorite, broken core. 
Rhyolite, broken core, 
Diorite. 
Rhyolite. 
105.5-110 
110-119 
Rhyolite 
128 
129 
Light gray rhyoli te veined by white 
carl:onate 
Very dark gray rhyolite with small white 
feldspar· laths (and crystallites?) 
agglomerate, sheared and altered, 
Several inches of several percent 
sphaleri te and galena, and several inch.es 
of fairly heavy pyrite, 
Dark and light streaked, 
Rhyoli te agglomerate, 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared, dark gray. 
Rhyolite agglomerate, fragments an inch or more-
light gray. 
Sheared, schistose light gray talcy or chlori tic 
rock, angle of schistosi ty with core axis 50°. 
Probably sheared rhyolite agglomerate. 
207 - 208 Bands of heavily disseminated pyrite, 
some minor sphalerite and chalcopyrite 
with black ohloriti<J material, bands 
form angle 50° with core. Several 
percent :!lino. 
Rhyo4ite agglomerate, very dark gray, chloritic or 
talcose sheared, schistose, l:'any residual fragments 
present. 
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From To 
225 229 
229 305 
305 350 
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D, Hole 10 (Cont'd) 
Rhyolite agglomerate, light gray, sheared and silici-
fied, Several spots of. sphalerite, ohaloopyl'ite Ur 
an inch or so to several peroen t zinc. 
Rhyolite agglomerate Nith various kinds of rhyolite 
as fragments, especially certain 255-300. Sheared 
and sohistose, light and dark streaked but not heavily, 
numerous scattered residual fragments several mn. 
across to 255', then the fragment:s become larger 
(2° etc.) with fragments again becoming smaller to-
ward 3051. 
305-318 
318-350 
Sheared, schistose, light gray ~treaked 
chloritio or talcose. The lamination 
nearly 90° to core axis. 
Chlorite .schist, vary dark gray-green 
chlori tic, uniformly dark - not stre!!ked -
(old log "shaly material"). Very sparse 
diss. pyrite. Foliation breaks across 
core at· so0 to axis of core. Several 
spots of pyrrhotite near 350, 
Angle of Hole: 
AtO•: 38o 
At 350 1 : 410 
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Collar: 
Elevation: 
0'-0" 
2'1 
38 
58 
115 
135 
184 
G~OJ,oGJ;c LOG 
G.l<'k"DI: ROSIER J,UNE 
D, D. Hole ll 
fT 4830, I~ 4910 
l'· 
Course: 
Average Angle: 
S ?5· 1'l 1Iag. 
63° 
To 
2'1'-0" 
38 
58 
115 
135 
184 
228.6 
Depth: '164 Ft. 
Hhyolite agglomerate, with black rhyolite fragments. 
Diorite, fine grained near 2'1, then coarser, then 
near 38 finer grained again, 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared some and fractured, 
silicified, mottled in light tones. 
Diorite, fine grained near 58, coarser near center. 
Somo veins of white carbonate. 
Hbyol.ite, 
115-118 
118-119.6 
118-123 
123-133 
133-135 
I,ight gray (bleached very dark rhyolite) 
. containing lath shaped white feldapa1' 
crystals probably altered, 
Light and dark banded - may be flow band -
ing. The chlori te rich bands are schistose 
however, Thickly scattered white feldspar 
crystals, 
Like 115-118, 
Ve'JO'J dark grey rhyolite with white 
feldspar crystals. {like on hills of 
no. 4 shaft), 
Light gray silicified. 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared, crushed to quarter inch 
and smaller fragments. The more finely crushed matrix 
contains metacrysts of white feldspar in a dark base. 
1:54' Diorite 8", Massive. 
175-1'17 Diorite, Massive. 
177-184 Sheared and schistose, consisPs of 
light grey and very dark grey streaks 
vii th white (metacrysts) feldspar crystals 
in the dark streaks, Contains some scat-
tered pyrrhotite, Sheared diorite or 
rhyoli te aggloinerate? 
Rhyolite agglomerate• sheared, with residual fragments 
up to i", dominantly gray Nith a few thin dark 
wisps or streaks. 
222-223 Sphalerite fairly heavy disseminated 
aJ.ong shear or schistosi ty planes, 
Sphalerite at contact of diorite and in 
oracks in diorite •. lio shearing of the diorite. 
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22t3ll 6 
304 
406,6 
435 
Cape Rosier Mine, D. D. Hole 11 (Cont'd) 
304 
406.6 
435 
764 
223-225 
225-228 
Diorite fine grained, 
Rhyolite agglomerate sheared. 
Diorite, fine grained near 228.6, then coarser near 
middle, then fine grained again near 304. Massive. 
Rhyolite agglomerate. Checked on 368-390, (sept.26,) 
and it is rhyolite agglomerate with various kinds of 
rhyolite as 
304-307 
fragments, 
Sheared and schistose lighter gray near 
304, getting dark gray toward 307 and 
S11MPLE 40: 
307-319.4 
is more heavily mineralized. Sphalerite 
with talc rims. 
Zn 1.4%, Cu O.lj'., Pb 0.0;0. 
Sheared agglomerates, some chlorite, a 
few residual fragments. 
319. 4-321. 9 
Si\1ll?LE 41 : 
321,9-370 
Like 304-307 
Zn 41.1%, Cu 0.0'/4, Pb 0,0%, 
Agglomerate sheared and altered, frag-
ments 1/4" - 1/2", Dark wisps of 
cl1lori ta, in gray background. 
379-406.6 As above, less sheared than 321.9-370. 
Diorite (unlike others lithologically). Chilled 
margin near 406,6, coarse grained near center and 
chilled again near 435 feet. Trio fairly heavy 
quartz veins at 414 and 419, 
Rhyolite agglonerate, i'ragmsnts 1/2" and over. Some 
2". 
505-525 &'heared some and with white f'el dspar 
matacrysts scattered through the rock. 
Rhyolite agglomerate. Some Jllinor shear-
ing but many large fragwmts; a normal 
525-575 
575-764 
rhyolite agglomerate. Chalcopyri te 
streaks at 5381 • 
llhyolite agglomerate. Darker tban usual, 
a distinct gray-green general color. 
The change in color is due ·to the matrix 
of the fragments being more abundant and 
darker. 
515-764 The rhyolite agglomerate has various 
kinds of rhyolite as fragments (Sept. 26) 
Angle of Hole: 
At 6': 63° 
At 3451 : 65° 
At 764~: 61° 
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Collar: 
Elevation: 
FROM 
14 
35 
77 
227 
231 
234 
236 
23'7 
GEOLDGIC LOG 
C.!IPE ROSIER MINE 
D. JJ, Role 12 
N 5000, E 5000 
2' 
Coui,se: 
Averaf!j; Angle f 
Depth: 
N urn Mag. 
60° 
TO 
14'-0" 
35 
7'7 
227 
231 
234 
236 
23'7 
248 
665 
Sheared, schistose, gray, rhyolite agglomerate a 
tew scattered several mm, residual fragments. 
Schisting angle is 15°-20° to axis of core, 
Angle of dark and i.ight streaks in same direction 
but makos an angle of 30°-35° to axis of core. 
Two or three inches of quartz at diori te contact. 
Diorite, fine gr. near 14, then eoarser near middle, 
Q,ua'.I'tz-white carbonate vein near 28,6 with assoeiat;.. 
ed dark grey-green chloritization, Fine grained 
near 35'. 
Sheared, schistose gray, rhyolite agglomsrate 9 
Many mm, residual fragments, Silicified near 35' 1 
and near '70•, Schistosity angle 350_40° to axis of 
hole ne12r 581 , Straight qtz-white carbonate veinlets 
(like an outcrogs in this area.) These make an 
angle Of 15°-20 to axis of core near 55•, 
Like 35-'77 but residual fragments become larger and 
more numorous, in region ot 112'-227. Fragments 
vory numerous, and 1/2" to 1 11 across. (112-22'7 is 
the aggl, with various kinds of rhyolite as fragments. 
Checked September 26th.) 
Rhyolite, lig.~t gray, fractured and veined by 
quarts-white carbonate, the fractures fOilll a sort of 
breccia, 
Rhyolite agglomerate, sheared and schisted, Some 
residual small fragments. 
Rhyolite, light gray, fractures, et. like footage 
22'7-231. 
Like 231-234 
Rhyolite, light gray, fractured. Like footage 
22'7-231, and 234-236, 
- 28 g 
To 
248 272 
.272 315 
315 351.4 
351.4 390 
390 667 
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D. Role 12 (Cont'd) 
llhyolite, very dork gray, (like rhyoli te on hill 
top south of no, 4 Shaft) with small scattered 
white lath like feldspar crystals. This is fractur-
ed to form a breooia and is veined by quarts-carbonate, 
The fractures look tensional, Many of them. This 
rhyolite shows no shearing of schistosity, 
Rbyolite agglomerate, sheared and soc<ewhat sohistose 
near 272, schistose angle is 50° to core axis, 
Fragments large to 292 then of mm. size {292-296 
brecciated and healed by quartz-carbonate; Might 
be rhyolite rather than Rhyoli te agglomerate,) 
PJ:iyolite, gray to dark gray like rhyolite on hill 
south of :Mo. 4 Shaft, with scattered white feldspar 
cr-ystals. Very indistinct fracturing and healing 
of the sutured contacts no introduced material. 
Rhyolite agglomerate, .fragments in places up to 2", 
Rhyolite, veey dai•k gray (like rhyolite on hill 
south of No, 4 Shaft) with scattered small white 
feldspar crystsls, Three feet (390-393) are 
bleached to light gray. Trace of sphalari te at 
401'. Very weak fracturing and veining by the 
qtz-carbonate, very much less than in 248-272. 
straight thin seams qtz-caloite at 30° to core axis, 
another set at 30° to cora aid.a, forms inter-section 
with first set along a line normal to core axis 
(at 437 feet.) • Lass fracturing and qtz-whi te carbon-
are v$inlets in region of 45Q-518 (practically none). 
475-480 much broken ore. Also 498Q500. This 
broken core has a aorew or twisted fracture that 
suggests the drill was at fault rather than the 
rooks being bro'rnn before drilling. Near 57 5' to 580' 
the rhyolite breaks readily along fractures at 350 to 
core axis, Uone of th is very dark rhyolite in this hole 
shows shearing or sohistosity. F.ole ends in rhyolita, 
~: Looked over 200-300 ft. vary carefully for zinc 
traces, saw one trace. 
Angla of Hole: 
At 0': 60° 
At 300': 62° 
At 665': 600 
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Collar: 
Elevation: 
li'rom 
-
7 
48.6 
71 
76 
110 
137.5 
139.5 
149 
212 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIER MINE 
D. D. Hole 13 
N 4400, E 4718 
5t 
Course: 
Average Angle: 
N 56 VI Jiag. 
72° 
71 -0" 
48.6 
71 
76 
110 
13'7.5 
139.5 
149 
212 
244 
Depth: 420 Ft, 
Evidently unconsolidated, no core. 
l'lhyolite Agglomerate, i'ragments inches in size; in 
this section there are a considerable number of 
very dark rhyolite (with white feldspar crystals) 
fragments. Some of these bleached in part. 
Diorite 1 fine gr, border at 48,6, then coarser, then 
fine grained again at 71. Massive, UJisheared. 
Rhyolite aggl. sheared and crushed to ~ery small 
i'l'agments, somewhat schistosa, 
Hhyolite, brecciated and bleached, very dark gray 
with lath-like white feldspa:i.· crystals. It is 
bleached along the fractures. Siliceous. 
Diorito, fine grained near 110, coarser toward 
canter, fine gr. near 137. Massive unshaared. 
Rhyolita, brecciated, bleached, silicifiad (was 
dark, with white feldspar crystals). 
Diorita, fine grained near 139,5, then coarser 
toward center, then fine gr. near 149. Massive 
unsheared, Soma carbonate searas. 
Rhyolite, brecciated, bleached silicified, but 
with some residual black portions. (Black portions 
like rhyolite on hill S. of No. 4 shaft,) Contains 
white feldspar crystals. Possibly some r~olita 
ageJ.omerate. 
Diorite, fine gr, at 212, than coarser toward 
center, remains coarse to 244 there brecciated 
and healed by white carbonate. 
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244 
246 
24'7 
392 
Cape Rosier Mino, D. D, Hole 13 (Cont 1 d) 
To 
246 
247 
392 
420 
Gray sheared material may be either diorite or 
rhyolite aggloIBerate. Contains diss. sparse 
pyrrhotite. 
(~uartz. 
illiyolita Agglomer<1te sheared with fragments crushed 
to m. m. size. Schistosity oo0 -Go0 to axis of core 
at 254. 
257-296 
2,85,6 
335-345 
338 
340 
Rhyolite 
400-420 
Fine gr~ined, sparse, pyrite crystals 
dissem". 
Spl1alerite, galena, pyrite along small 
fracture. Fragments increase to l" - 2" 
across near 294• and continue to 392 1 , 
sphalerite very minor scattered, 
The sphalerite and some chalcopyrite are 
along schisting at 400 angle to axis of 
core. 
Chlori ta band schists at 50° to core axis. 
The shearing and schistosity in region of 
the ore is not very pronounced except in 
lo~a1 bands. 
Aggl. Sheares and sch1sted. 
Dark gray-green chlorite schist. Angle of 
schistosity is 450 to axis of core, in part. 
Part of this does not show good :i'issility. 
Angle of Hole: o 
At 0 1 : 74 
At 420 1 ; 71° 
END OF HOIJ!: 
Holes 1 to 13 inclusive logged by W. E , Newhouse, U.S.G.S., and ff, 
Benedict Levin, U, s. B. M. 
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Collar: 
Elevation: 
F.rom 
-
0 1-0" 
14 
40 
82 
90-8 
91-6 
94 
GEOLOGIC L-OG 
OAPE ROSIER MINE 
D, D, Role 14 
N 4980, f; 4980 
l 
Course: 
Average Angle: 
N 51 W Mag, 
50° 
14 '-0" 
40 
82 
90-8 
91-6 
94 
96-10 
Depth: 265 Ft. 
Sheared agglomerate; e.rey and streaked; grain 
generally less than l Illnll few residual i" frag-
ments; angle of shearing and break is 40°-uoo 
to core axis; slight silicificatinn. 
Diorite; fine grained at 14; coarser toward 22 
and 30; fine again at 40; circa 30 thin calcite 
seams at 15° with traces of.pyrite and chalcopy-
rite, 
Sheared rhyolite agglomerate; a grey siliceous rock 
with grey-green patches and some streaking; some 
feldspar crystals (meta~rysts); auffide traces very 
scant; distinct ffi1earing especi~lly below 45 with 
abundant feldspar crystals; 1 mm traces of sphal-
erite and chalcopyrite around 60-75. 
At 75: shear angle 70°; fragments l mm. 
At 76-?8: darker, more chlorite; some i" to i" 
fragn1ents, 
At 77: suggestion of flow structure. 
Very fine-grained agglomerate or black rhyolite, 
Flihw structures; scattered traces of sphalerite and, 
chalcopyrite along flow or shear. 
Ohlori te schist (altered sheared-agglomerate); 
green-black, soft, 
·Grey-green, hard, chloritio agglomerate. 
Ore: sphalerite; slightly spongy, with talc ri~ 
in green-black ahlorite schist; angles 300-40°. 
Estimate 7fa Zn over 2.8 feet. 
SJ\MPLE:9: 90 1-lO"v Zn 7, 9'% Cu 0.4% Pb G.1%). 
t 1'.,o.t/ i?!~ '1iJ\..~" 
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96'-10" 
102-10 
lll 
120 
.. 
Cape Rosier .Mine, D. D. Hole 14 (Cont'd) 
"' 
To 
-
102'-lO" Green-black chlorite-sohist si:ecked with chalcopy-
rite and pyrite; chalcopyrite conformable. 
* SAMPLE 31A: 96'-10" - 100 1 - 10" Zn 1.2 Eu 0,7 Pb O.O 
* SA.'dPLF. 32A: 1001-10" - 102'-1011 Zn 3,2% Cu 2.2% Pb O.C 
111 Agglomerate; grey, very fine grain. 
120 Agglomerate; dark grey and greenish; abundant i\- to 
l mm feldspar crystals (metacrysts) especially in 
the dark chloritic area. 
264-6 Agglomerate 1 massive; grey with several types of 
fragments mostly 2,-3 mm; some up to 2 cm; rare 
traces pyrite and chalcopyrite; and sphalerite (240); 
coarse agglomerate 2-5 cm from 240 to 250. 
Collar Jingle 52° 
survey 200• 470 
KND OF HOLE 
* These two samples computed from composite sample. 
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GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIER MINE 
D. D. Hole 15 
Collar: N 4960, E 4940 Course: ~l 54 Vl Mag. 
82 Elevation: 1 
FROM TO 
0'-0" 12'-0" 
12 20 
20 
64 69 
69 114 
114 157 
Average Angle: 
Depth: 328 
Sheared agglomer•ate - gray, medium grain. Some 
fragments up to l cm; mostly 2 nm. Angle of core 
break 40° at 4 feet; 20° at 8 feet. 
Silicified agglomerate? Light grey, fine grain, 
streaked (or flow-lines?); at 17 a 3o seam bear-
ing pyrite, 
Diorite - gr!len-gray, with chill border a both ends; 
feldspar laths 3-4 mm long near center. 
Silicified agglomerate (or contact-baked?) 
Brecciated, fine-grain; res!lmbling bleaohed-
brecciated rhyolite of earlier logs, 
Sheared agglomerate 69-75. Gray and dark-green 
streaked, with fragments 2-lOmm. Angle about io0 • 
75-114 Massive sheared aggloir.erate. Some frag-
ments up to 1 cm., but mostly 2 .mm grain. 
Angles about 300. 
S'heared agglomerate, locally chlori te schist. 
114-130 Light gray with dark streaks (chloritic); 
an~le 35o with fragments 2 mm to 3 cm; 
and with few percent euhedral pyrite in 
crystals 2-10 mm. 
130-131,3 More chloritic and talcy, with sphalerite, 
pyrite, chalcopyrite in streaks at 20°; 
few peraent metaJ; sorr~ sphale~ite with 
talc riJns, 
131,3-132,G For 1,3 feet core consists of one 
hemi-cylinder of good ore fine grained, 
streaky chalcopyrite, sphalerite and 
minor galena; and one hemi-cylinder 
of chloritic and silioified, fine, grey 
agglomerate. Bole seems to have fol-
lowed ore lens wall. 
SAMPLE 14: 131'-3" to 132'-7": 12.3% Zn 9,3% Cu 
9.1% Pb Also Ag 893 oz/Ton. 
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157 
1'72 
Cape Rosier 1!ine, D. D. Hole 15 (Cont t d) 
To 
1'72 
198 
132.6-134.7 Chiefly light gJ;'eY-green talc a~d 
creamy carbonate with minor sp, 
134,7-141 Green-black chlorite and creamy 
carbonate plus talc with dissemin-
ated talc-rimmed sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite. Not ore •. tingles 20° and 40°. 
141-156 Grey-li@lt green, silioified (hard to 
the knife), even-grained. Occasional 
green-black chlorite patches and 
streaks with l-5mm spots of sphaleri te; 
also some pyrite and minor chalcopyrite, 
156-157 Green-black chlori ta with disseminated 
talcQrimm.~d sphalerite and chalcopyrite. 
Silicified agglomerate; gray crypto crystalline, vary 
siliceous with scattered pyrite, chalcopyrite and minor 
sphalerite. 
Mineralized chlorite-talo and carbonate; probably 
low grade ore, 
172-178 Black chlorite-talc with abundant fine 
chalcopyrite and minor sphalerite, some 
pyrite, Angle schistosity 20° followed by 
the chalcopyrite, 
S.&!WL"i 26: 172-5 to 178: 6,0% Zn 0.5% Ou 0.0% Pb) 
178-183 Black chlorite-talc schist at 20°; much 
fine chalcopyrite and some fine sphalerite; also 
much fine crystal p;y-ri te; all streaking with schist-
ositY• 
SM!PI.E 27: 178 to 183: o.o;'\, Zn o.5% Cu 0.0% ~b 
183•185 Same gan,,"lle; but considerable pyrite and 
coarser chalcopyrite in straaks 2-4 mnr thick; 
both sphalerite spots and chalcopyrite are 
talc-rimmed; 350 angles, 
SAMPLE 28: 183 to 188: 0.0% Zn 2.9% Cu qi.CJ% Pb 
185-188 Sarne gangue but more 2-3mm sphalerite spots 
with talc rims; also very fine chaloopyrite 
and sphalerite. 
188-190'-2" Same gangue; blebs of' chaloopyrita 2-5 
mm; fine chalcopyrite and sphalerite 
angles 30°; some carlxmate; minor pyrite, 
SAMPLE 29: 188 to 190'-2"; o%zn l.l.% Cu 0% Pb. 
190 1-2"-191 '-6" Same gangue; barren except tor few 
chaloopyrite blebs, 
191'-6"-193 1-811 Chiefly coarse crystalline carbonate 
plus chlorite; specks sphalerite. 
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i'rom 
198 
;l00-5 
Oape Rosier Mine, D. D, Hole 15 (Cont'd) 
To 
328 
193'-8"-19518" Black chlorite-talc and some car-
bonate, with sphalerite patches; 
one 6" length of abOut 20% Zn. 
SAMPIJ'~ 30: 193-8 to 195•8: 14,0~ Zn 2,2% Cu 
0,0% Pb. 
195 1 -811-198 Some black chlorite plus carbonate; 
few sphalerite spots. 
Chloritized and silicified agglomerate; some frag-
ments 2-12 mm; not much evidence shearing here. 
198-199 few sphalerite spots, 
199-200,5 Patches sphalerite and chalcopyrite 
(Esto 4-1-0) 
Agglo~'Srate-mostly massive; fragmants 3 mm-2 om, 
203-2Q4 (Est, 2-3% Zn) 
205-206 Fragments up to 4 11 ; some down to 241; 
fragments of many varieties as to color 
and grain, occasional spscks of chalcopy-
rite, pyrite and sphalerite; agglomerate 
is not sheared hers; single lengths of 
core 1 to 10 feet, 
241-255 !'6glomerate gray-green, somewhat chloritic 
streaked at 500. 
277 & 290 Large (lft,) light-colored fragments 
containing specks sphalertte. 
288,5 w'hite carbonate, and a 1 om patch of 
sphaleri te. 
290-328 Coarse agglomerate 1 11-311 fragments, many 
kinds. Some agglomerate gray-green with 
2-5 mm fragments. 
At 321 some silicification and traces fine sphal6'l 
rite, chaloopyrite and possibly pyrrhotite, Hole 
ends in w.assive agglomerate. 
Collar Angle 82° 
Survey 300' a2° 
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GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIER MINE 
D. D. Hole 16 
Collar: 
Elevation: 
H 4800, E 4815 
8 
Course: 
Average 
Depth: 
N 54 W Mag, 
Angle: 85° 
From To 
--
0'-0" 4 1-0" 
4 21-6 
21,5 52 
52 117 
117 158 
343 feet 
Overburden 
Agglomerate (Dyer's Pt.) Coarse (211-411 ) Black 
fragments of sphanitic texture with 1 mm white 
phenocrysts in a light grey sphanitic matrix; in 
lower poi•tion the groundmass is greenish (ehloritio) 
and fragments are bleached. Solution cavities at 
diorita contact, 
Diorite; coarse central portion, both borders 
chilled. 
37-42 Altered (weathered); caving badly. 
Agglomerate 
52-54 Silicified and bleached (contact Mata-
l!lOrph ism? ) 
54-57 Dark green and gray streaked (sheared) ;with 
1-2 mm white feldspar metacrysts in the green 
. 0 
streaks, (Angles 30 ) 
5'1-63 Like 52-54 with matrix light gre<;>n, Hard-
ness exceeds 6, 
63-6'1 Streaked dark green and grey; 
Chlori ta present'; also creamy 
seamed and solution-pitted, 
0 
20 angles. 
carbonate, 
67-70 Mottled green and gray; Ofil'bonate and chlori te-
talc, 
?0-111 Mora normal sheared agglomerate; fragments 
3-25 mm; matrix gray-green, somewhat chlor-
i tized and carbonatized, Shear angles 30-
450; fragments diBtinctly of several kinds; 
at 106.5 a 5 mm grain sphalerite partly 
replaces fragmont, partly matrix, but is 
i tsolf undeformed. 
111-117 Like above but mo1·e carbonB'te and ohlorita, 
Also silicified for l foot at diorite contact, 
Diorite--chilled sphanitic at contacts; coarse (20 
3 m._m feldspar) in the central portion. 151-152 a 
te·xture not seen before. Only about l foot of core 
recovered 152-158, 
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From To 
• 
158'-0" 1'70'-0~ 
170-0 186-6 
186-6 259 
259 280 
Cape Rosier Mine, D. D, Hole 16 (Cont'd) 
j\gglomerate probably, ohloritized slightly, and 
sili oified, 111 th scattered pyrite, some crystals 
up to 3 mm, 
Identification uncertain; resembles fine-grained 
diorite in part, but is wholly grey, has no green-
ish cast. 13cattered pyrite both very fine crystals up 
to 4 mm. Some pyrite in 3 mm wide streaks at angles 
5° to 10° suggest hole may be nearly parallel to 
structure here, 
Altered agglomerate, including ore in talc-chlorite 
schist, 
186-6 - 196 
196-200 
200-228 
228-242 
SAMPLE 17: 
SAMPLE 18: 
242-259 
Very chlori tio; angles 25°-40°; scat-
tered fine chalcopyrite and minor 
sphalerite; some talc rims; the chal-
copyrite streaks are conformable. 
Chiefly very pale green to cream talc; 
scattered chalcopyrite and very fine 
sphalerite; some.chlorite, 
Chiefly white cnrbonate plus pale green 
talc. Carbonate appears to be post-
ta1c; minor ohalcopyrite. Locally 
chlorite predominates and larger blabs 
of cJ;alcopyrite occur, 
Dark green to light green talc and 
chlorite schist with ore; core recovery 
poor here; length uncertain, Spots of 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite with talo 
rims. 
229@6 to 232 13,8)~ Zn 2,5% Cu 0,1% Pb. 
232 to 232-8 15,8% Zn 0,4% Gu 0.0% Pb, 
Pals green talc and creamy carbonate 1 
no sulfides; and patcJ;y dark green 
ch lori te; w..gles uncertain. 
Ore - sphalerite and chalcopyrite in talo chiefly; 
also chlorite. 
259-262 Ore: spots of sphalerite talc-rimmed, and 
very minor specks and patches chalcopyrite; 
in chlorite-talo, 
SA15.PLE 19: 258-11 to 262 9.6% Zn 1.0% Cu 0.1% Pb, 
262-267 Ore: 1-3 mm sphalerite spots and 1 om 
streaks of sphalerite at 20°-250 all talc 
rimmed; minor cbalcopyri ta; in chlorite talc, 
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From 
280 
327 
Cape Rosier Mine, D, D. Role 16 (Cont'd) 
To 
327 
343 
SAMPLE 20: 262 to 26? l?,5% Zn 1.5;i Cu 0.0/6 Pb. 
267-2?2 Ore: Very fine grained sphalerite, and 
irregular patchy chalcopyrite in chlorite-
talc; also some l mm pyrite crystals. 
SAf.llPLE 21: 26? to 2'12 1.8)£ Zn 2,8% Cu 0,0% Pb, 
272-2?4-6 Ore: chiefly massive ohalcopyrite and 
minor massive sphalerite in ch.lorite talc; 
pieces of core 111 long are amlmost gruigue 
free; 
SAMPLE 22: 272 to 274-G 3,3% Zn 15.4% Cu Q,0% Pb, 
2?4-6-280 Ore: Chalcopyrite in patches, fine-grained 
and massive; sphalerite in minor fine-
grained, and some 3 mm talc-rim.med spots 
(only in last 611 ) 
SAMPL~ 23: 274-6 to 280 1.3;~ Zn 7.5% Cu 0.0% Pb. 
1Utered agglomerate 
280-282 Black chlorite; some talc; spots of 293 mm 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite talc-rilnmsd; 
possibly lJS Zn. 
282-290 Light grey, Wlif ormly sphaniti c, more 
siliceous, barren. 
290-293 Dark green ohlorite; schist angles 40-45°; 
several ti!tlc-rimmed spots of sphalerite 
2-12 mm, and some very fine grained chal-
copyri te and sphalerite (and pyrite) 
(Est, 1-1-0) 
293-323 Green-black chlori te with local clusters 
oi' 2 mm talc-rimmed sphaleri te spots, some 
talc and some carbonate seruns; local rimmed 
chalcopyrite; this 30' zone may make into 
oro down pitch or along strike, 
323-325 Grey, spbani tic, siliceous alterad agglom-
erate, 
325-325,8 Chalcopyrite in chlori te (Est. 0-4-0) 
325,8-327 Mostly chlorite with sphalerite spots; 
possibly 2% Zn. 
Agglomerate; greenish chloritic, with fraements 1 mm-
3 cm; various types. 
Collar Angle 85° 
Surveys 300' 85° 
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Collar: 
Elevation: 
From 
0 1-0" 
l 
7 
10 
41-6 
71-6 
89-6 
99 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
GAPE ROSIER MINE 
D, D. Hole 17 
N 4'110, E 4'740 
0 
Course: 
Average Angle ; 
Depth: 
N 55 W Mag, 
62° 
To 
7 
10 
41-6 
?l-6 
89-6 
95-0 
99 
140-6 
250 Feet 
Overburden 
Agglorcerate (Dyer's Point?); grey-green mottled 
matrix. Light grey to whi ta fra@7llents; 1/2 to 5 
or inore oms. 
Diorite, fine grained, 
Dyer's Point agglomerate; fragments many ems; many 
with black central portion, ~hanitic, and white or 
grey bleached margins; several feet of green-grey 
streaked with fels-metacrystsj 60°-700, 
Diorite; upper margin chilled, center coarse; 
lower margin medium grained. 
Agglomerate, probably Dyers Point, grey-green 
streal<:ed, with feldspar crystals; and some light 
grey uniform aphanitic, possibly silicified, 
Ore, Massive sulfide sphale'rite and chalcopyrite; 
considerable pyrite; visible gangue minor, but 
Garbonate in part; talc and chlorite not apparent, 
SAMPLE 44: 89-6 to 90-6 17.0% Zn 2.&,i Ou 0.9% Pb. 
SAlll'Ll!: 45: 90-6 to 93-8 28,8% Zn 1.9% Cu 0.4% pb, 
SPhlPLE 33: 93-8 to 95-0 22,2% Zn 2,5-% Cu 0,1% Pb. 
ligglomerate, somewhat altered, 
95-96-1 White carbonate, minor chlorite streaks at 
350. 
96-1-99 Largely chlori ta and talG, 
Agglomerate; light grey, rhyolitic, except locally 
where al tared to chlori te for one foot or so. 
Several thin iron-stained fractures or seams. 
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From 
140 1 -6 11 
180 
24.7 
Cape Rosier !Aine, D, D. Hole 1J7 (Cont'd) 
To 
180 1 -0 11 Diorite; light grey in part; elsewhere the normal 
grey-green; very even grained; some fractures con-
tain pyrite and chalcopyrite; quartz-carbonate 
veinlets at 20 to 25°. Also tendency of core to 
break at 20-25°; lower contact sharply chilled. 
247 
250 
Agglomerate, altered. 
18Q-189 Very mottled, green-grey; chloritic and 
carbonate. 
189-207-9 Siliceous or possibly primary rhyolitic 
agglomerate. 
207-9-247 Chiefly green-black chlorite with much 
fine disseminated pyrite in! mm crystals; 
also disseminated chalcopyrit9j no 
sphalerite; definitely not even low grade 
ore; less than 1% Cu. No marked 
schistosity. Angles uncertain. 
Agglomerate; fragments 2mm to l cm and over; 
matrix greenish with chlorite. 
Hole ends in fairly unsheared agglomerate, with 
fragments chiefly light grey, aphanitic. 
Collar Angle 61° 
Surveys 200 1 64~ 
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GEOLOGIC L-OG 
CAPI~ IK)S IEH Jrn~E 
D. D. Role 18 
Collar: N 4'709, :2: 4'741 Course: N 55 W llag, 
Elevation: 0 
From 
-
0 1-0" 
3 
6-8 
13-6 
34 
69-6 
'73-6 
91 
Average i\ngle : 86 
D<lpth: 333 Feet 
To 
3 1-0" Tidal mud. 
6-8 Dyers Point agc;lomerate. Fragments: 1-3 mm, 
white to colorless, aphani tic, lJatrix groy-
green; without lineation or foliation; frag-
ments possess good flov1 structure. 
13-6 Diorite; fine grained; with agglomerate inclu-
sions. 
34 
44-6 
69-6 
'73-6 
101 
Dyers Point agglomerate like 3 to 6-8, but 
with larger fragments (up to 611 ) which contain 
black, aphanitic, unbleached cores. In lov1er 
portion th era are al so grey fragm'i>nts and darker 
green streaked fragments wi.th small 1 mm feldspar 
crystals, 
Agclomerate, sheared, Fragmonts several inches 
down to 1 f,JJ!l; mostly colorless or white aphanitic. 
:fatrix green-grey, ?1ell foliated at about 500 to 
core axis , and where very green containing num-
erous 1-2 mm white feldspar reotangles, 
Diorite; green groy, with chilled borders, 
Note: the diorite contact (lower) is here defin-
itely not accordant with the foliation of the 
sheared agglomerate; angl.e between them is about 
900. 
Sheared agglomerate; strongly foliated at 50-60°, 
with abundant white lx2 mm feldspar motacrysts in 
the dark green streaks or folia. 
Agglomerate; evidence of shearing much localized; 
mostly "bleached" fragments several inches long • 
. Agglomerato; green-grey, somewhat sheared; frag-
ments mostly grey, average 5 mm; few 3 nun double 
wedges of pyrrhotite (?). 
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From 
101 
105 
131-6 
135 
149 
153 
175 
206 
220 
Cape Rosier Mine, D. D. Bole 18 (Cont'd) 
To 
105 
131-6 
136 
149 
153 
175 
206 
220 
227 
Diorite; very fine grained, felai tic. 
Agglomerate; grey-green mottled, somewhat sheared; 
fragments up to 1 cm; at 117 solution cavities and 
MnO coated seam at io0 i angles of shear irregular, 
around 45°; at 124 a MnO coated seam at 50; at 131-
6 a seam parallel to core axis; coated with MnO and 
limonite. 
Diori ta; fine grained. 
Agglonerate like 105 to 131-6; some 40-50° angles, 
Diorite, very fine grained, grey. Contact conformable 
at about 25°; suggestion of irregularity of contact 
and approximate parallelism of core and contact, 
Aggloserate, sheared; dark green chl.oritic streaks 
in light grey ground; some residuel fragments up to 
1 cm; at 160 1 aP.gles are 10-20°;.at 172' angles are 
70-80°. 
Diorl.te; strikingly chilled borders, medium grain 
central zone; 185-187 and at 202 diorite-chlorite 
contact parallels the core, with some suggestion of 
sJ.iclrnnsidas; at 193 a l" ~1hite calcite vein at 15°; 
lower chill phase contains small pyrite concentrations. 
Agglomerate: light green-grey mottled, al tared agglo-
merate. Few 3-6 mm talc-rimmed sphalerite spots. 
213-219 silicifiad, grey, hard, 
Cl1lori ts schist (altered agglomerate), Dark green 
clllori ta, not well schisted. no regulal:' angles, 
221-6 - 222-6 ore: chalcopyrite, sphalerite, minor 
pyrite and galena in chlorite, {Estimate ;t,2;kZn·~"i" 
5% Cu - lj0 Pb) 
At 220-6" clay gouge, 
- 43 l.' 
From 
-
227'-0" 
240 
251-3 
269 
271-6 
303 
325 
Cape Rosier Mine, D. D. Hole 18 (Cont'd) 
To 
240 1-0" 
251-3 
269 
2'71-6 
303 
325 
332-6 
Agglomerate, somewhat al tored; grey, bard, siliceous, 
aphanitio; occasional minor, local concentrations of 
pyrite with and without ohalcopyrite patches. 
Chlorite, porrly schisted, and chloritic agglomorate. 
J,ocally abundan·t t flllll pyrite Cl'ystals • 
Agir).omerata, s:Uicified; grey, very hard {over 6}; 
fragments not obvious. 
Chlorite 1 black, not well schistod; considerable dis-
seminated pyrite, and some chalcopyrite in 1 mm spots. 
Agglomerate; ligLt green-grey, very minor chlorite; 
frag.rnents 2mm to 2 cm, chiefly very light gray to 
white, angular. Fairly normal, soll'.ewhat sheared 
agglomerate, of Goose Falls type. At 300 angles 
40°. 
296-29'7 black chlor-ite. 
300·9- 301-6 black chlori te VI 1th much pyrite. 
Agglomerate; grey, somewhat sheared at '70-800; 
with frae.m.en ts of several kinds 2 mm up to 7 cm. 
Several 3 I!llll sphalerite spots, patches, and streaks 
(at 306). 
Coarse agglonerate; Goose Falls type with several 
colors and textures of fragments up to 3 or 4' inat•es 
long. 
Role ends in coarse agglomerate, 
surveys 200' 87° 
300• 86° 
BND OF HOLE 
• 44 • 
GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIER MIN8 
D. D. Hole 19 
Collar: N 4855, E 4860 Course: N /i4 \'/ Mag, 
66 Elevation: 8 
From To 
-
0'-0" 8'-8" 
8-8 23 
23 93-9 
93-9 98-9 
98-9 102 
102 133 
133 138 
138 238-6 
Average Angle: 
Depth: 289 Feet 
Overburden; boulders, includiP.ti granite and basalt. 
Diorite; upper border eroded, to judge from grain; 
lo·Her border chilled, 
Agglomerate, 
23-35 Chiefly light greenish grey; vitreous, very 
hai·d; evidence of 1 arge bleached fragments, 
35-93-9 Matrix increasingly abundant and green, 
streaked, with numerous white rectangular 
metacrysts; aneles about 50°; this is sheared 
agglom0rate, Fragments chiefly white, angular, 
2 tlfil to 2 cm. 
i\ne;les: at '70 1 • 35°; at 80'. aoo. 
Diori te; ver;r fi ~e grained throughout, 
Agglomerate; blue-grr,Em, not distinctly streaked; 
thin carbonute veinlets; aharp contact with chilled 
d1ori te below, at 380, 
Diorite, chilled borders; central portion 2mrn grain, 
F_gglor.i..erate; hard• grey at contact; sheared 65°. 
Altered sheared agglomerate; talc, chlorite, carbonate 
and Lnin•3rnl. 
138-139 chlorite; green black 
139-140 highly chloritic ai:;glomerate 
140-141 ore: massive sphalerita with minor chlorite 
gangue. Angles 35-40°; minor chalcopyri ta. 
SA'ill'LE 34: 140 to 141: 19.8;~ ?ill o.9;i Cu 0,4% Pb. 
141-143 hiehly chloritic agglomerate; angles 45°. 
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From To 
238-6 239-4 
239-4 241-4 
241-4 253-6 
Cape Rosier Mine, D. D. Hole 19 (Cont'd) 
143-144-8 Chiefly white carbonate, minor talc. 
144-8-145-8 Ore; !1'.assive, sp01igy and disseminated 
S1\..\U?I.fi! 38: 
145-8-195 
195-202 
202-208 
208-216 
sphalerite; some carbonate, traces 
chsl copyri te. 
144-8 to 145-8 12. 3)6 Zn l.4~ Cu 1. '7% Pb. 
Pale green talc and white carbonate. The 
carbonate appears to be later than the 
brecciated, veined, partly replaced talo. 
Elinor cblori te locally. Angles about 40°. 
Gporadic fine-grained sphalerite and traces 
of ehalcopyrite in the talc, but not in 
the carbonate. Few concentrations of 
sphalerite; as, for example, J.54-4 to llili. 
Est. Zn J.0-15%. sporadic sphalerite through-
out; but not ore. 
Very da1·1c""Breen sci1istose chlorite with 
talc and minor carbonate patches. l!'ew talc-
riJlllred sphalerite- spots, 
Pale green talc, and carbonate. 
Green talc (and chlorite?); irregular break, 
216-238-6 Pele green talc and white carbonate. As 
• 
above the angular talc appears as a breccia 
healed or being replaced by carbonate matri~. 
Fine gra10ed spbalerite in streaks conformable at 40°-5 , sporadic throughout, . 
Particular concentrations of sphaleri te 
and traces chalcopyrite, 
SAftiPLT~ 39: 223 to 224 11.1% Zn 1:1%_ Ou 
SAMPLS 40 : 228 to 229~5 6. '7'/. Zn 0. '7% Cu 
0.0% Pb. 
0.8% Pb. 
Identification unoortain; grey, fine-grained, llard; 
may be silicified agglomerate; oi• a dbrite tip. 
White coarse quartz and cal.cite, Vein at about 20°. 
Altered sheared agglomerate, mineralized, Dark green 
greon, pale green and whit a, mottled and streaked (at 
about 40°) - talc-chlorite-oarbonate; with sporadic 
fL,e-grained disseminated sphalerite, in some cases 
sufficiently ~)noentrated to make ore. 
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From To 
-
258-6 2'70 
2?0 289 
Capo Rosiel:' 1.Une, D, D. Hole 19 (Cont'd) 
SAlc!PL> 41: 242-2 to 246 5.2i6 Zn 0.1% Ou 0,3% Pb, 
SAMPLB 431 254-6 to 258-6 18,9% Zn 7,?;4 Ou 0.5% Pb, 
.Agglon1erat0,. greenish grHy, very }tard,. compact, but 
sheared, fragments chiefly 11h1te angular, up to 2 cm. 
l\To traco o:f' suli'ides . 
. 4gc;lor.erate, coarse, massi vo; fragmsnts up to 2 or 3"; 
various colo1,s und textures. 
Collar iu1gle 66° 
Survey 200• 68° 
- 4? -
GEOLOGIC LOG 
CJIPE ROSIER MINE 
D, D. Hole 20 
Collar: N 4305, E 4550 Course: N 54 Yi f.iag. 
'75° Elevation: 4 
From :£2. 
0'-0" 40 1 -0" 
40 50 
50 60 
60 138 -
138 171 
1'71 198 
198 198-9 
198-9 203 
203 203-9 
203-9 206 
206 25'7 
Average Jingle: 
Depth: 283 Feet 
Overburden. Low~r few feet probably weathered diorite. 
Diorite, weathered and jointed; core very broken. 
Almost no core, Probably rhyolite. 
FJ1yolite. 
6Q-68 Bleached light grey; aphanitic or vitreous 
uniform; fractured, and fracture filling 
leached; core much broken, 
68-85 Black to dark grey, uniformly aphanitio to 
vitreous, with white-spet microlites; in 
part brecciated and bleached light grey. 
85-138 Sheai•ed at 400 to 45°; grey; lower part 
fractured, brecciated, bleached, vitreous. 
Diorite; normal grey-green; chilled Jllargins, 
At 159-160 Chlorite slickensides at 15-200, 
At 163 Carbonate veins at 35°. 
Rhyolite; light grey, mottled and streaked; inter-
preted as rhyolite brecciated, bleached, and 
sheared. 
Diori te (?); very fine grained, uniform. 
Agglomerate; light grey mottled and streaked some-
what with chlorite; this. could be sheared agglomarat'e 
or sheared, bleached rhyolito. 
Chlorite, black, schisted at about 500. 
Agglomerate? At 206 two 2 mm bands of sphalerite 
conformable at about 55° with schistosity. 
Agglomerate, sheared and al tared, 
206-21'7 Considerable white carbonate and green-black 
chlorite. Core recovery poor. 
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Rrom 
25'7 
Cape Rosier Hine, D, D, Hole 20 (Cont'd) 
To 
-
283 
217-257 Grey, mottled and streaked, in part 
silicified, in rAirt chlori tized; soll'.e 
residual fragments; locally highly 
chloritio, as 247-249 which carried 
abundant coarse pyrite and much chalco-
pyrite; elsewhere. disseminated pyrite; 
at 257 spots of sphalerite and ohalco-
pyrite, 
ilgglomerate, still quite sheared, and chloritio, 
but increasingly coarse grained. 
Collar .lingle 76° 
survey 200• 74o 
l.illD OF HOLE 
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GEOLOGIC LOG 
CAPE ROSIER MINE 
D. D. Bole 21 . 
Collar: N 4460, :s 4575 Course: N 54 W Mag, 
57 Elevation: 19 
~ !!?. 
ot-og 16'-o• 
16 71-6 
71-6 147 
147 160 
160 165-9 
165-9 192-2 
Average Jl.ngle : 
Depth: 288 Feet 
overburden 
Diorito; coarse grained at 16; finer grained 
35-40, then coarse again, becomi!lg fine grained 
near 70, Upper chill border eroded away, Is 
this a composite sill, or faulted? 
Rhyolite. In part grey-black uniformly vitreous 
with white-spot incipient feldspar crystals. lUse-
where showing flo1v or shear. Some bleaching to 
white, Some shearing to grey-green, 90°; or flow? 
Some fragments, The sheared portion resembles 
sheared-agglomerate but grades into distinct 
rhyolite, At 115 sheared and highly chloritic, 
At 120 nu.m.erous 2 mm dark brown sphalerite spots 
in grey sheared (rhyolite) at approximately 40o 
to core axis, Around 130 dark grey with consid-
erable chlorita at eo0 • 
133-138 white 1 cm augen in dark chloritio matrix. 
1380147 ;t'ragmental matter in shear matrix dark with 
chlorite; identity uncertain but probably sheared 
rhyolite, · 
Diorite. Fine grained at 14?, becoming coarser 
after 150, but without again becoming chilled at 
169 where contact is sharp. 
Black ohlorite with abundant pyrite cubes l-2rrun; 
some chalcopyrite at 45°, minor elongate spots of 
sphalerite. 
SAMPLE 46: 160-165'-9" Zn 0.1% Cu 1,7% :Pb 0.1;~. 
Rhyolite? Light grey, uniform, aphanitio, hard, 
with fine dissem:l.nated pyrite, Does not resemble 
the black rhyol:l,te or any agglomerate, Does 
resemble fine chilled diorite in color and uniformity, 
but is rnuch harder. Iron stained fracture parallels 
core. 
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192-2 
Oape Rosier Mine, D, D, Hole 21 (Oont'd) 
To 
288 Agglomerate, 
192-2 - 193-6 highly chloritic; with scattered 
pyrite and chalcopyrite. 
193-6 - 288 grey, co 8l'Se, frag;oontal agglolllerate 
with locally chlol'itic wisps and streaks, 
Ji'raglll8nts of several types by color and tex~ura, 
up to 3" size. 
Collar Angle 
Survey 200' 
550 
60° (corrected) 
- 51 - . 
<EOLOGIO LOG 
CAPE HOSIER 1mm 
D, D, Hole 22 
Collar: N 4825, E 4.895 Course: S 54E 1Jag, 
86 Elevation: -1 
From To 
- -
o ' ... on 8 1-0" 
8 15 
15 30 
30 72 
72 75 
75 153 
153 164-6 
184-6 247 
Average Angle: 
Depth: 504 Feet. 
Agglomerate, Dyers Poin·t type; black, unl:!'onn., 
aphanitic rhyolite fragroonts over 3", in a 
light grey f ine-g:rained, uniform matrix; some 
frae-llients bleached colorless. 
Diorite; normal greenish grey; chilled margins 
top and bottom; coarse center, 
llggloruerate, Dyer's Point; like above; matrix made 
of fragments of smaller magnitude, and definitely 
green. 
Diorite; normal; extensive {4'l chill margin at 
top; a:i'ound 32-50 white calvite veins 4 mm to 2 
cm thick at 0-250 angles; also quartz veins; lower 
margin chilled; central part coai•ser, 2 mm laths. 
Agglomerate; recognizably Dyers Point, having 
large (3"1 bleached fragments. 
Agglomerate: sheared; locally exhibiting foliation 
by clilorite streaks, alignment of white, reotan-
gule:r, 2mm metacrysts of feldspar, or parallelism 
of elongate fragments; general col.or grey; frag-
ments 2 ram to 2 cm, chiefly the smaller; few 3-4 
cm bleached fragments auggest this is sheared 
Dyers Point. 
At 150-& to 152 diorite (?) or fragments? 
Anglos not distinct; shear angle 60° at 152. 
Agglomerate; Dyers Point? Predominantly the uni-
form, almost vi troous, colorless or grey, bleaabed 
rhyolite (fragments?). Sharp contact against diorite. 
Dior i t.e ; unifol'!ll grey, but texturally somewhat 
different from other diorite logged, in that long 
feldspar laths are not so prominent; top margin 
chilled; diorite traversed locally by thin aeazns, 
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' i-
247 
331 
Cape Rosier Hine, D, D, Hole 22 (Cont'd) 
To 
-
331 
351-6 
(now chloritized) at angles 15, 30, 40, 60°. 
Lower margin chilled for 2', 
·Mineralized alterfld agglomerate and ore, 
247-259 AgP~omerate? Sheared, si li<lified, and 
cbloritized; angles 450, range 400 to 50°, 
259-260 Black chlorite vi:J.th sphalerite spots, 
260-263-10 Chiefly white calcite, minor pale green 
talc, (Hotel 259 and 260 are estimates; 
core recovery 257-7 to 262-10 only 10" 
in small pieces. Recovery 262-10 to 267-
10 is 100%.) 
263-10-264 Ore; mass! ve sphaleri te minor chalco-
PYl'i te, contact about 45°, 
264-265-6 White, coarse, crystalling calcite 
chieflYl minor talc 
265-6 -268-2 01•e: massive sphalerite and chalc.o-
pyrite, Some white calcite gangue, but 
mostly solid sulfide, 
SAMPlS 501 262'-10" - 267'-10" ?..n 8,5% Cu l,O;i. 
Pb 3. 6%, 
268-2-271-6 Calcite, white, with minor taio. 
271-6-284 Sheared agglomerate; fragments 1 mm to 1 
llm; silicified and chloritized, at 273 1 
ephalerite and chalcopYl'ite spots several 
percent over 4", 
284-289 Identity uncertain. May be sheared agglo-
merate or may be fine-grained diorite 
with sisps of included sheared agglo-
merate. Green-gray,unifonn, very fine 
grained, with occasional dark streaks at 45°. 
289-301-6 Carbonate (white aalcite) - talc zone; 
same as hole 19 around 252 1 except that 
talc is minor here, 
301~6-331 Black chlorite; not well sohisted; con-
siderable disseminated pyri ta; very minor 
Chalcopyrite locally, angles uncertain-
one direction of shear parallels core 
axis, Particular coneentrations of spot 
sphaJ.erite and ohalcopyrite 303-5~305-5, 
S.A$LE 48: 303'-5" - 305'-5" Zn 1.0'% Ou 3,0% Pb 
0.0%. 
Also considerable spot chalcopyrite 314-315. 
At 324 few percent Cu (chalcopyri te and 
pyri ta) for 6", One or two percent cu 
327-329-6 in disseminated chalcopyrite. 
Agglomerate,sheared, chloritized, with whitish 
residual fragments 2 mm to l om, an~ a grey-green 
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From •ro -_ 
351-6 394-6 
'394-6 404 
404 50<1 
Cape Rosier "line, D, D, Hole 22 (Cont'd) 
matrix streaked; flllBles variable 30-900; chiefly 40°. 
EJilicified agglomerate; mottled grey, very dense, 
uniformly aphanitic; very hard, siliceous, with a i•ing. 
Contains qome very fine grained .pyrite, and traces 
chalcopyri te. 
358-365 Mucl1 disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite, 
traces sphalerite, Est. 1-2% Ou. Particular concen- , 
trations of sulfides locally at 370 chalcopyrite; 374 
and 379 sphalerite; 384 chalcopyrite; 386 sphalerite *· 
Angles quite variable ao0 to 20°, some milky quartz. 
Small 2-5 mm, whitish residual fragments become in-
creasingly visible around 38?, ('\:lots: the sphaler!te 
is more markedly conformable to the shear than is the 
chalcopyrite,) -
389-389-6 Massive sphalerite (Sst, 25-1-0.) Core is 
broken here; core less uncertain since core-lifter 
failure left some core in hole at end of previous run 
and at e-nd of' ·~his run. Ore length could be as much 
ss l foot, 
AgglOlil<Jrate, highly chlori tized matrix, locally wholly 
chlorite, with many 1 cm fragments, Olay gouge at 397, 
'i 
Agglomerate; first 10 or 12 feet very light grey, fine-
grained, dense, very hard, withs_ ring, probably silicified 
sheared-agglomerate, Below aoout 415 more normal gi•ey, 
dense, fine-grained agglomerate, to 424. 
From 424 coarse grained; massive agglomerate, fragments 
of various color and texture, 1 11 to 8" in size, dominantly 
l" to 2", Matrix grey to dark grey, locally sheared and 
considerably chloritized (as at 454) and bearing sphalerite 
spots. This is footwall agglomerate, 
Collar angle 85° 
surveys 200' 86° 
300 1 8?0 
400' 8?0 
500' 8?0 
(all corrected) 
note: Holes 14 to 22 inclusive logged by s. Benedict Levin, U,S,B.M, 
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Datum: high fide in lower Goose Falls 
Pond, Stpl. 16, 1942, l7h.10m. E.W.T. 
HT and LT 1n Mill Cove do not 
09ree with those 1n the Pond. 
Soundings 1n feef al L.T. 
N 5500 
N 5000 
N 4500 
FIGURE 2 
m 
0 
CAPE 
Mill Cove 
Dyer's 
Point 
ROSIER 
u g 
"' 
Lower 
Goose Falls Pond 
18 
------
-
20 
JJ 
Upper Goose 
'y (Tidal) 
15 
,. 
D D.H. AV. DEPTH 
NO. ANG. FT. 
I 45 400 
2 I 60 300 
3 37 350 
4 45 450 
~ :;1 ;~~ 
7 57 362 
8 75 521 
9 40 331 
10 40 350 
II 63 764 
12 60 665 
13 72 420 
14 50 265 
15 82 328 
16 85 I 
17 62 f 
18 i 86 
~}l! 
22~ 
18 
22 22 
28 
'",. 
------
---...,!.!. 
Falls Pond 
MAPPED BY PLANE TABLE SEPT. 1942 AT SCALE 1:1200 
$.BENEDICT LEVIN, U.S.8.M. 8 W.H.NEWHOUSE J U. S.G.S. 
F E E T 
100 0 100 200 300 400 
ADDITIONS JAN. 1943 BY S.B.L. 
' 
,: 
ON COMPLETION OF DRILLING. 1596-2 
MINE HANCOCK CO., MAINE 
N 930 
E 95 
ELEV. 
COU N 
AV. ANG 
DE H 
W MA . 
4 
oo' 
COORDINAT S R R 
TO MAP 1596. J . I 
/::/ 
/ 
~ 
/ 
LEG ND 
DIORI 
AG G LOM R A TE I N 
PART SHEARED 
ORE SAMPLE~-..u. 
ALTERED SHEARED- AGGLQ..: 
MERATE (CHLORITE-TALC 
CALCITE) 
ORE MINERAL. 
DRILLED OCT. 
JOSEPH LEAD 0. 
f CO .. M. Y. 
, I 
DATE.. ............ . 
D . H. 
0 BY: W.H N WHOU E U.S.G 
IN U .. M 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
CA R IN 
HARBORS! E, MAI 
SCALE 
PROJ. ENG. . ......... DISTRICT ENG. 
... PROJECT ..... . ......... MAP. No.. . H_ r 
N 4790 
E 4778 
V. 10 1 
COURSE N 55 
AV. ANGLE 
H 3 
LEGEND 
I L 
N 5-11,19 
A 
SAM 
GL. 
MIN RAL. 
ST. JOS PH LEAD CO. 
J( l! co.,"· v. 
D.D.H. 2 
Noi. 
15 
16 
25 
4 
5 
6 
7 
20 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
ANG 
AT 
CORE 
From To 
13r.2 136.2 
1362 2 
154.2 157. 2 
-----
,____.._. 
t57.2 161.0 
161.0 164.8 
164.8 169.3 
169.3 174.0 
192.8 197.8 
197.8 202.8 
202.8 207.8 
207.8 212.8 
212.8 217. 8 
OF HOLE 
ES 
ASSAV 0/o 
Zn. Cu. Pb. 
5.3 0.7 0.6 
6.6 0.6 
0.6 o.o 0.0 
17.8 t5 0.1' 
29.0 I. 5 0.4 
5.1 0.4 0.0 
10.9 I. I 0.0 
I I. 8 1.0 o.9 
3.7 0.2 0.1 
2.7 0.2 0.0 
5.5 0.4 00 
3.9 0.2 0.0 
217.8 9 6.4 0.7 0.2 
:c. 
LOGGED 9y: W. H. NEWHOU U.S.G.S. 
S.B. LEVIN U.S.B.M. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
BUREAU OF MINES 
c ROSIER MINE 
HARB DE, MAINE 
··-··-··------··-···--~---···-··-·-------··-· P ROJ. ENG. ·-·--·-····----·······-····--·-··-.. ··--·-················--DISTRICT f!'N G. 
I 5 96 H 2 
, DATE .................................... PROJECT ................................................ MAP. No .................... . 
ND 
SAMPLE 
GGL. 
MIN RALi ATION 
ov 
L 
N 
AT 
AT 
0 BY: 
'LJ. 
H 
c. 
H. N WHOUS 
. L VIN U ... M. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOA 
MIN 
50 
LEGEND 
A 
A. 
G 
MPL 
AG L. 
MIN L. 
.D. 
No. 
10 
II 
12 
G D y: W. H. N WHOU U .. 
.. L IN U ... M. 
I 1 
/ 
GEN 
IOR IT 
A L 
l T. AGG 
IN E L. 
D 
D -11 , I 0 
ST, JO H LE 
. H. 
CORE 
No. 
ANGLE OF HOL 
AT 0 1 
AT 88 1 0 
c. 
LOGGED BY: W .. NEWHOUS U .. G. 
S.B. LEVIN U.S.B.M. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
OSI R 
PROJ. ENG ...................... .. . ........... _. _ .... DISTRICT 
... PfWJECT. 
KA E CO., Y. 
N 4625 
E 4 5 
ELEV. 
GOU E MA 
AV. ANG 45° 
D H 300 1 
LEGEND 
IORITE 
SAMPLE 
ORE MINERAL. 
DRILL 0 
DEC. 11-20, 1940 
ST. JOSE H LE A CO. 
D.D.H. 6 
ANGLE OF HOLE 
AT 0 1 4 5° 
AT 2sa• 46° 
CORE SAM ES 
No. From ASSAY '%1 
14 264 
LOGGED BY: W. H. NEWHOUSE U 
S.B. LEVIN U.S.B.M. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
CA RO I R IN 
HARBOR IOE, MA I NE 
SCALE 
--········-···---·····-··-····-·············· PROJ. ENG ............................................................. DISTRICT ENG 
DATE .................................... PROJ ECT ..... J.~ ..... § ........................... MAP. "'"'····-~ ..... ,.. .................... . 
N 4 0 
WMAG. 
LEG NC, 
GG L. 
SA p 
DRILLED 
DEC.20- 0,1 0 
ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO. 
DATE. 
D. H. 
ANG OF HOLE 
AT 0 ° 
AT 362 1 53° 
LOGGED '(: W.H.NEWHOUSE U.S.G 
S . 8 . L E \J I N U. S. 8 . M . 
CORE SAMPLES 
No. Zn. 
ASSAY010 
Cu. Pb. 
21 3.2 0.1 
22 10.1 0.5 2. 
23 191.6 193.2 9.9 0.1 2.5 
-
24 304 307 0.8 3.0 0.0 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIO~ 
BUREAU OF MINES 
CAPE OSIER MINE 
HARBOR ID, ME. 
• PROJ. ENG. DISTRICT ENG . 
PROJECT MAP.No.H 7 
oo.. y 
.O.H. 8 
GENO 
GGL. 
:~--ORE SAMPL 
:~ALT. AGGL. 
: ~ORE Ml N RAL. 
ANG 
AT 0 1 
AT 
N 4571 
E 40 
ELEV. I 0 1 
COURSE N35 E MAG. 
AV. ANGLE 75° 
DE H 521 
OF HOLE 
0 
AT 521 
77° 
77° 
LOGGED 
W.H. SE 
.B.LEVIN 
CORE SAMPLES 
ASSAY 
No. From To Zn Cu Pb c .. 
21 200.s is.o 1.1 0.1 
39 
ga 
U. 5, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU "OF MINES 
RO I R IN 
HARBOR SIDE, MAINE 
.. ···-···-·····-·-··-·-·-·--·---·-- ...... PROJ. ENG .. --·········---- DISTRICT 
DATE ............................... PROJECT ........... . 
co., 14, y, 
0.0.H. 
0 MAG. 
oo 
NO SAMPLES. LOG ED BY~ 
LE ND 
AGGL. -
IN RA 
H L AD CO. 
H.N WHOUS 
• L VIN U.S. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
CA IN 
H R D M . 
SCALE 
. ... -..................................... PROJ. ENG ...... _ .................................. _____ ,. ............. DISTRICT ENG. 
I 
DATE .................................... PROJECT ................................................ MAP. ,,,.., .. :.: .. .-:c ..................... . 
oo., '{, 
. I 
AN OF HO 
NO SAMPLES· LOGGED BY: 
W.H.N WHOUS G.S. 
.LEVIN U.S. 
L G N 0 
AGGL. 
IN 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
MINES 
I 
0. 
............................................. PROJ. ENG ........................................................... DISTRICT EN1 
DATE .................................. PROJECT ...... J ..................................... MAP. "'-'·--· . .-... · ... -:. .............. .. 
co., M. Y, 
LEG ND 
A 
1-DIORIT 
A 
AG L. 
OR AM L 
I L 
L 
L y 
' I 
co 
o· 
0 
U. S. DEi:;>ARTME T OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU MINES 
c IN 
H 
SCALE 
I 0' 
............................ PROJ. ENG ....................................................... DISTRICT ENG . 
DATE ............................... PROJECT ... . ............................. MAP. No. J:'LJJ .............. .. 
L 
D I L 
B. MA H.8 
. I 41 
JOS H L 
co., 14.1. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
HARBORSIDE, MAINE. 
Ol 
............................................. PROJ. ENG ............................................................. DISTRICT ENG. 
15 6 OATE .................................... PROJECT ................................................ MAP ... v ... ·.: .. : .. -:-:-................... .. 
I 
D 
D. D.H. 13 
NO SAMP LOGG D BY; 
H.NEWHOUS U. . . . 
S.B.LEVIN U. . B. M. 
L G N 
MIN RA 
U. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU MIN 
DISTRICT 
DATL ________ _ 
fl C0. 1 H, Y. 
·N 4980 
E 4980 
AV. ANG E 90° MAG. 
DE H 265 1 
ELEV. I' 
COU E N 51 M 
ANGLE OF HOLE 
AT0 1 52° 
AT 200' 47° 
LEGEND 
" A 
A-+-D IOR IT E 
A 
----AGG L . 
. 
• :---0 RE SAMPLE 
. 
: ----ALT . AG G L . 
. . 
.. 
DRILLED 
OCT. 15-23,1942 
U.S.B.M. 
DATE ..... 
D. D. 11. 14 
LOGG D BY B.LEVIN, U .. B.M. 
..--------------·-----
CORE SAMPLES 
No. From To 
9 
31 A 9 
-- -·----~ -
32A 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
CA ROSIER MIN 
HARBORSID IM . 
o' 
... ... . . ........ PROJ. ENG . DISTRICT ENG . 
. .. MAP. No H. 
N 
D.' i. 15 E 
EL V. 11 
COURSE N 4 MA 
AV. ANGL 8 0 
DEPTH 28 1 
ANGL OF HOLE 
AT 
LOGGED BY S. L VIN, US. B.M. 
6 172.417 
27 178 18 
L ND 
.o 0.0 
~ A 
{ ~~-DIORITE 
t\ ;\ 
I. I 0.0 
14.0 2. 2 0 .0 
*EST. 
L 
R SAMPLE 
AGG L. 
U. :.:~. PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
RE MINERAL. BUREAU OF MINES 
CA ROSI R MIN 
HARBORSIDE, M . 
D ILL D 
OCT. 23-28, 194 
U.S. B. M. 
.. PROJ. ENG .. DISTRICT ENG . 
DATE ... PROJECT .. MAP No f 5 
J.D. H. i 
pl N 
IT 
IN R 
DRILLED 
OCT. NOV. , I 
U . M. 
DATE ... 
N 8 0 
LOGG D BY 8. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
ROSI I 
HSID 
SCALE 
PROJ ENG. DISTRICT ENG 
.PROJECT 6 MAP. No H 
LEG ND 
" /\ 
;\ ,1..:--- D I 0 R I T 
A 
/\ 
SAMPLE 
AGGL 
DRILLED 
NOV 6-15 1942 
U. S 8. M. 
D.D.H. 17 
-----
N 10 
40 
E v.o· 
AV. 
DE H 
NGL OF HOLE 
AT 0 1 I 
200 1 0 
LOGGED BY .B.L VIN, U .. S.B.M. 
COR SAMPLES 
A S SAY 8/o 
Zn. Cu. 
17.0 2.8 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
CA E OSIER MIN 
HARBORSIDE, ME. 
SCALF" 
I 
PROJ. ENG. . DISTRICT ENG. 
DATE .. PRO.J EC! IMP No H J 
N 09 
. \ E 4 
0 
s. B. L lN l u I B. 
NO 
L. 
G L. 
OF THE tNTERlOR 
u. s. 
, M . 
N 
.. __ PROJ. ENG ... ---. 
______ ,,_ .. ____ . ____ DISTRICT ENG. 
....... MAP. 
DATE __ 
D.D. 
MAG. 
H 28 
LOGG D BY .B.L u. 
L GEN D 
IORITE 
AMPL 
A G 
N 0 V. I 0, I 9 4 2 
U. B.M. 
. ............................................ PROJ. ENG ............................................................. DISTRICT El'~G. 
K CO., H. Y. 
co., '1. ~ 
E 45 50 
LEV. 4' 
N 4 W MAG. 
L 7 ° 
P H 83 1 
DRILLED 
DEC. 2 8 
U. M. 
LOG 
DATE ... 
U, 
L G ND 
GG 
IN AL. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF 
CAPE RO I 
HA 
PROJ ENG. 
PROJECT . I 
AIN . 
100' 
. MAP. 
. ... DISTRICT ENG. 
LEGEND 
DRILLED 
SAMPLE 
AGGL. 
MINE Al. 
D D C.14, I 
U.S. 8.M. 
D.H. 21 
AN OF HOLE 
AT 
AT 200 0° 
LOGGED BY S. 8. LEVIN, U.S.B. M. 
DATE. .............. .. 
CORE 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
PROJ. ENG ............................................. . . ... DISTRICT ENG. 
LEGEND 
DRILL 
DEC. I 5- 30.1942 
U. B.M. 
' CQ,, !<. Y. 
D .. D.H.22 
Sample Nos. 
S 54 E MAG. 
8 
H 50 I 
ANGLE OF HOLE 
AT 0 1 8 
AT 6 
AT 300 1 87° 
AT-400 1 87° 
AT so 0 I 87° 
LOG GE 0 S. L 
, U.S.B.M. 
CORE SAM ES 
50 
48 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF MINES 
CA R IERMIN 
HARBORSIDE, MAINE 
............................................ PROJ. ENG 
.. ......................... DISTRICT ENG . 
DATE .................................... PROJEcr ... J.~ .. ~-~---........................... MAP. 
